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�Letters

Atal Bihari Vajpayee's View on

Economic Challenges

Take away from the speech by Prime Minister Atal Bihari Va-

jpayee at the meeting of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory

Council, on July 13, 2002, in New Delhi.

…we have set ourselves an ambitious GDP growth target of 8

percent a year during the 10th Five Year Plan. Is this achievable?

Yes, I have no doubt about it. Over the past two decades, India

has been among the six fastest growing economies in the world.

No major democracy, barring Japan in the 1960s and 1970s, has

at any time matched India's growth performance in this period.What

are the challenges that we must overcome in accelerating our GDP

growth rate to 8 percent and beyond? Let me briefly touch upon a

few critical development-related issues. I must clarify that the list

is not exhaustive: The first and foremost challenge is that of im-

plementation what we promised to do.The second challenge is to

further speed up economic reforms so that India becomes a clear-

cut market economy. Third, government would have to continue

to shoulder dominant, though not exclusive, responsibility for phys-

ical and social infrastructure.

Fourth, even as try to speed up growth, how do we ensure

that it will be employment-oriented growth, and not jobless growth

or growth with fewer jobs?The challenge of unemployment will

become more acute as the youth segment of our demographic spec-

trum continues to expand in the coming years. Fifth, higher growth

rate demands higher rate of savings and channeling the savings

into productive investments. Sixth, another essential element of

our poverty alleviation strategy will have to be reduction and re-

targeting of subsidies, so that the essential consumption of the

poor, including social services, is protected.
– Ramchandra, Delhi

India is an ancient

nation and not a nation

in the making. We are

not to build a new

nation but to make this

ancient nation virile to

face the challenge of

modern times.
Atal Behari Vajpaye

Ex. Prime Minister, Bharat

His leadership, foresight,

maturity and eloquence put

him in a league of his own, Atal

Ji, the Gentle Giant, will be

missed by one and all.

Ram Nath Kovind
President, Bharat

India grieves the demise of our

beloved Atal Ji. His passing

away marks the end of an era.

He lived for the nationa and

served it assiduously for

decades. My thoughts are with

his family, BJP Karyakartas

and millions of admirers in this

hour of sadness.

Narendra Modi
Prime Minister, Bharat
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Worsening Situation of Villages
In the second week of August National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) has issued All

India Rural Financial Inclusion Survey, 2016-17, statistics of which gives revealing data about the worsening situation

of farmers and villages in India. The survey suggests that average income of rural households in the country is Rs.

8059 monthly. For agricultural households in rural areas per capita income is Rs. 8931 monthly, whereas for non

agricultural households it is hardly Rs. 7269 monthly. If we further go into the details we find that agricultural

households get hardly 43% of their incomes from agriculture and allied activities such as animal husbandry, while 57%

comes from wages and salaries from government and private services and enterprise etc. Non agricultural households

however get 54.2% of their incomes from wages and salaries from government and non-government jobs. However,

hardly 11.7% it gets from enterprise. Overall rural households get hardly 23% of their incomes from agriculture and

allied activities, 67.1% from wages and salaries from government and non government jobs and hardly 8.4% from

other enterprises. This data shows meagerness of income from agriculture even in the rural areas and also a very

small percentage of rural income comes from enterprise.

According to NABARD Survey, 2016-17 there were 21.17 crore households in rural areas in 2016-17. Out of

this total 48% that is 10.07 crore are agricultural households and 52% that is 11.10 crore are non agricultural

households. According to 2011 census 68.8% of India's population lives in rural areas. Taking growth of population

at the rate of 1.6% per annum, estimated population for 2016-17 would be 131.3 crore and assuming rural population

to be 68.8% of the total, total rural population would be 90.30 crore. Given 21.17 crore rural households, average

family size in rural areas would be 4.27. Given average income of rural households at Rs. 8059 monthly in 2016-17

total income of rural households in 2016-17 would be only Rs. 22.5 lakh crores. In 2016-17 total national income on

current prices as per CSO data would be Rs. 135 lakh crores. If we subtract rural income from this total urban areas

income would be Rs. 114.5 lakh crores. If we calculate per capita income in rural areas, it would be Rs. 22702

annually. On the other hand the per capita income in urban areas, would be whopping Rs. 279609 annually. This

indicates that per capita income in urban areas is 12.3 times that of rural areas, which was 9 times a few years ago.

Rising rural urban is not only a cause of concern for the policy-makers, it also presents a challenge for the nation.

Rising rural urban disparity is becoming a major cause of increasing poverty and unemployment in rural areas; and

resulting large scale migration to urban areas. The extent of rising agriculture distress is further indicated by the fact

that part of GDP coming from agriculture, which used to be 55% in 1951, came down to 25% in 1991 and to hardly 17.3%

in 2016-17. Worsening situation in rural areas as depicted by GDP data is supported by NABARD Survey, which says

that hardly 23% of households’ income comes from agriculture. Now villages people living in villages are earning

majority of their income from wages or from government or private jobs in cities and not from farming and allied

activities. Villagers do earn wages from work on farms, or from other works including Mahatma Gandhi Rural

Employment Guarantee Scheme. In addition rural poor home construction plans is also providing work to rural poor

poor, including landless. Rural people also get incomes from salaries from government and private jobs; however,

huge gulf between rural urban incomes calls for major policy initiatives, before situation becomes explosive.

Present Narendra Modi government has fixed a target to double farmers’ incomes by 2022. According to

NABARD survey, total number of farmer households is 10.07 crore. Using above calculation about the average

family size of 4.27, total agricultural population would be 43 crores. Government has decided to provide minimum

support price for agriculture produce by adding at least 50% to the cost of production to raise farmers incomes,

improve irrigation and reduce cost by cheapening of input cost for farming. However, the target of doubling

farmers’ incomes would apply to only 43 crore people, which is 48% of rural population. However, for improvement

of condition of all rural inhabitants, we need to make efforts for non agricultural rural households also, whose

condition is much worst as compared to agricultural households. It’s notable that in 2016-17, non agricultural rural

household average monthly income is hardly rupees 7269, as compared to their agricultural counterparts, whose

average monthly income was rupees 8939. Its notable that total non agricultural population in rural areas is 47.4

crores (11.1 crore households), condition of which needs to be improved along with agricultural households. To

improve their condition we need to generate employment opportunities in villages in food processing industry,

animal husbandry, poultry, fishing, mushrooms production, bamboo products development and other non-agricul-

tural activities. As loans are available to farmers at subsidised rates, and even at zero rate of interest rate in many

states; similar loans can be provided to landless people in rural areas for these allied and non farm activities. We

must understand that flushing people out of rural areas is no solution to the rural distress; we need to provide them

employment at their doorstep.
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Atal the prime minister, Atal the ex-

ternal affairs minister, Atal the orator,

Atal the politician, but along with all

of these, I also know Atal the human

being, Atal the harmoniser and Atal

who introduced a new paradigm of

political conduct based on humanity

(insaniyat) and reconciliation, both in

the national and international arena. He

believed in connecting people locally

as well as globally.

The human heart in him got him

instantly connected with people, and

he translated this quality in ensuring

cultural, civilisational, spiritual and in-

frastructural connectivity. Atalji con-

nected people, villages, towns, countries and even diverse political ideologies to

stitch a diverse coalition of  parties unparalleled in history, ushering in a new par-

adigm in politics.

His views, expressed during the New Delhi conference on the dialogue among

civilisations organised by the Ministry of Human Resources Development in 2003

were an indication of his global concerns, his keen desire to develop a new art

and science of dialogue among civilisations as an indispensable instrument for

sustainable culture of  reconciliation and peace in the world. Vajpayee believed in

creating a vibrant atmosphere of concord and amity among nations, continents,

civilisations and peoples of the world. He wanted to create a paradigm of con-

duct of international affairs through dialogue, based on the recognition of diversity

and harmonising the different viewpoints through reconciliation. I consider Vajpay-

ee the harmoniser and reconciler as one of  the greatest leaders of  modern India.

Connectivity was the mantra which Vajpayee used as a great unifier: to con-

nect people, he used infrastructure as a platform to connect the country’s four

corners in the form of  Golden Quadrilateral project, which is touted as amongst

the world’s longest people highways project running 5,846 km, aimed to connect

major agricultural, industrial and cultural centres of India. On the one side was the

golden quadrilateral project, and on the other side, he gave equal importance to

the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana for connecting the rural areas, thereby

leading to a major economic boost for the country. He also created the ministry

of Development of North Eastern Region to connect this sector with the rest of

the country.

To ensure that connectivity was not limited only to hard-infrastructure through

highways, he laid the foundation for a “connected India” through the national

Remembering Atal ji,
The Consensus Builder

Through his

vision, words and

actions, Vajpayee

became a great

consensus

builder; the father

of the coalition

form of

government,

conciliatory

politics; and

inclusive

development.

Murli Manohar

Joshi

COVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORYYYYY
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optic-fibre network – the technol-

ogy highway. This paved way for

creating the world’s largest and

most cost-effective telecom mar-

ket, thereby giving a major boost

to the IT revolution. Today, if  In-

dia has the second largest mobile

subscriber base, it is due to Atalji’s

policies that laid the roadmap for

the telecom sector.

India has the largest diaspora

in the world at 16 million and the

Pravasi Bharatiya Divas was Vaj-

payee’s brainchild to connect this

Indian diaspora across the world,

and to rekindle their interest for

India. This was the most innova-

tive programme to “connect” the

globally scattered Indians. This also

led to these Indians coming back

or/and investing in India.

Vajpayee understood the im-

portance of regional diplomacy in

ensuring connectivity through the

Look East policy; a masterstroke

of  Vajpayee was the effort to cul-

tivate extensive economic and stra-

tegic relations with the nations of

Southeast Asia in order to bolster

its standing as a regional power,

and a counterweight to the strate-

gic influence of China. His foreign

policy on one side looked at cor-

dial relations with the big powers,

but also gave equal importance to

neighbours —t his was also about

taking everyone along while keep-

ing the interest of India paramount.

When it came to ensuring a

stronger India, he not only took a

decisive step to do the Pokhran

tests, but also stood his ground and

raised the stature of India as a nu-

clear power, something that re-

mained elusive for seven decades.

After the Pokhran blasts, India was

threatened by severe global sanc-

tions. With great maturity and skill

he steered clear of the situation,

signed a vision document with the

United States and a Moscow Dec-

laration with Russia. Vajpayee also

engaged with China to establish the

Special Representative mechanism

for peaceful resolution of the bor-

der dispute. He was firm in reject-

ing the US request to send the In-

dian Army to Iraq.

In implementing antyodaya,

he gave farmers a high priority.

Farmers’ welfare was close to his

heart and he ensured that credit

cards were not the rich man’s sta-

tus symbol, but a poor farmer’s

basic necessity; kisans also got Kisan

Credit Cards. Such was the kind

of  out-of-box thinking Vajpayee

brought to public welfare and gov-

ernance.

Atalji realised the importance

of  education and technology for

development, and made education

a fundamental right through the

Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, and con-

nected people via education. This

was the biggest educational pro-

gramme for universalisation of el-

ementary education in the world.

It was during his time as prime

minister that for the first time In-

dian Institutes of  Information

Technology were opened in dif-

ferent places and seeds were sown

to create a knowledge society. He

strengthened Lal Bahadur Shastri’s

slogan “Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan” by

enhancing it to “Jai Jawan, Jai

Kisan, Jai Vigyan”.

The Atal era fast-forwarded

India’s development through his

policies and programs, and as a

result, India’s GDP consistently

grew at 8%, which was for the first

time in the history of  the country.

Inflation was controlled and for-

eign exchange reserves kept grow-

ing and this was in the time of glo-

bal uncertainties, and certainly not

a small feat during the period of

Asian crisis.

The Atal era marked an all-

encompassing approach where

there could be differences in opin-

ion, but in the end, there was a

consensus in approach, and he

decisively steered the country out of

a status quo that had besieged it for

decades. Not only did he stitch a

coalition of diverse ideologies, but

also carried through major reforms,

managing a diverse coalition.

Atal Bihari Vajpayee was a

man on a mission, who through

his vision, words and actions be-

came a great consensus builder; the

father of  the coalition form of

government, conciliatory politics;

and inclusive development. Atalji

showed the world a new paradigm

of  politics, the “Atal Paradigm”.

Atalji will remain immortal

and his contributions have shaped

the future of New India. My as-

sociation with him cannot be de-

scribed only through some one-to-

one experiences in a single media

column; but for such a multi-fac-

eted personality, a tall statesman, it

is best defined by his vision,

thoughts, his style of politics and

in fact, all which gave a lead to-

wards a glorious era.
Murli Manohar Joshi is a member of parliament, a

former BJP president and senior member of the

Vajpayee cabinet.

COVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORYYYYY

Atal Bihari

Vajpayee was a

man on a mission,

who through his

vision, words and

actions became a

great consensus

builder
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A
 song silenced, a flame has vanished in the infinite. Mother India is stricken

with grief today — she has lost her favourite son.” In these poetic words

Atal Bihari Vajpayee paid homage to Pandit Jawaharalal Nehru in the

Rajya Sabha in 1964. What he said of Pandit Nehru is equally appropriate for him

as the nation is now paying homage to Atalji himself who is no more. The voice

of the man who sang his speeches as melodiously as Lata Mangeshkar is now

eternally silenced. His flame that lit the country has vanished into the infinite. The

nation grieves over the death of her poetic son who was her devotee all his life.

Explicit on core beliefs
A multidimensional personality whose interests comprehended the big and

small aspects of life and ranged from politics to literature, poetry to music, culi-

nary expertise to relishing good food, Atalji was no career politician like most

politicians today are. Being schooled in the shakhas and training camps of the

Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), Atalji entered politics not for acquiring po-

litical power for himself  or the party, but as a mission to build the nation. Intend-

ing to bring about a paradigm shift to a drifting national polity, Atalji did it deftly

and successfully. 

Yet, he never compromised on his core beliefs even as the BJP was on the

verge of transmigrating from the opposition to the ruling domain. In an article

in Organiser magazine, Atalji described the RSS as his soul. This was just before

the 1996 Lok Sabha elections in which the BJP was set to contend for power at

the Centre. While his Organiser article cost him the confidence vote in Lok Sabha

Atalji as I knew him

Advani made a

paradigm shift by

presenting

Vajpayee as the

agent for change,

as the polity

gradually

became

accustomed to

becoming less

BJP-resistant.

S. Gurumurthy

COVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORYYYYY
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in 1996 where the opposition cit-

ed his RSS credentials and voted

his 13-day government out, he

overcame the objections to him

first and by leveraging on that; lat-

er he also overcame reservations

in the polity for his beliefs, which

paved the way for the rise of the

BJP later. What made this transfor-

mation possible?

Yet, he was the most accept-
able face

If in the 1940s Nehru was the

best and the most acceptable per-

son  from Gandhiji’s stable, in the

1990s, Atalji was the most liked

and the most agreeable face of the

RSS school of thought. In the late

1980s and early 1990s, within the

BJP, L K Advani had emerged as

the towering leader of the party

overshadowing even his mentor

and leader Atalji because of the

game-changing Ram Temple

movement he had led from 1986.

With the BJP emerging as the prin-

cipal opposition to the Congress,

many thought that party president

Advani would be the automatic

choice of the party for prime min-

istership in the 1996 elections. 

But Advani stunned everyone

by announcing, in a mass rally in

Shivaji Park in Mumbai, that Atalji

would be the party candidate for

prime ministership. He made it a

fait accompli, consulting none ex-

cept his conscience as he later told

his colleagues. When some of  us

asked him why he did that way, he

said, “Atalji is the acceptable face

of  outside the party, not me,” add-

ing that without commanding

trans-party respect, it is difficult to

form and head a coalition govern-

ment.” This genuine, selfless and at

the same time strategic move of

Advani to present Atalji to over-

come the reservations of  national

polity about the BJP was the first

step towards the BJP’s rise to pow-

er within a couple of  years. 

The mutual love of Atal and

Advani was unprecedented. They

had shared the same apartment,

with Atalji who was a culinary ex-

pert, cooking for both for years.

But, Advani, who, as Khushwant

Singh said, ate in morsels, was no

good eater, though Atalji was. In-

deed both were a political twin.

The Atal phenomenon
Thanks to his love for Atalji,

not only was Advani self-abnegat-
ing towards his mentor, he was
farsighted and prophetic as well.
It was Atalji’s trans-party accept-
ability that finally helped the BJP,
which failed to cobble together a
majority in 1996, to sew up a coa-
lition in 1998 and win the election.
When he lost the confidence mo-
tion by one vote, Atalji worked out
an even larger coalition and won
the 1999 elections. 

Advani’s theory to present
Atalji as the agent for change, ac-
tually a paradigm shift, worked to
perfection and gradually made the
national polity accustomed to be-
coming less BJP-resistant and more
BJP-inclusive in the late 1990s and
there onwards.

The pseudo-secular parties,
including the communists, had

shown by their conduct since 1967

that they would accept the BJP, or

its previous avatar the Jana Sangh,

as a coalition partner to form gov-

ernments to be ruled by them —

be it in Madhya Pradesh, UP, Bi-

har in the late 1960s or at the Cen-

tre in 1977 or 1989 — but they

not allow the BJP to rule. The self-

serving theory of  Indian secular-

ists that the BJP was welcome as a

supporter, but untouchable as a

ruler exposed the pseudo secular

nature of  the polity. 

The rise of the BJP combined

with the Atalji phenomenon demol-

ished this secular political myth cre-

ated in 1980s that Indian secularism

and BJP rule were not compatible.

Atal differentials
The Atal phenomenon was built

on the Atal differentials, the first of

which was his connect with the mass-

es. The brilliant orator that he was,

he could effortlessly convey Jana

Sangh’s philosophic alternative,

which secularists of the Nehruvian
mould abhorred, to the masses in
the 1950s and 1960s. He travelled
more in buses and even cycles, less
in cars, not to speak of air travel.
He once slept in a Railway station
when the party cadre couldn’t turn
up in time to receive him.

His melodious voice reverber-
ated through the length and
breadth of the geography where
his chaste and enticing Hindi ora-
tion echoed in the minds of the
people and evangelised them into
the alternative paradigm he was
preaching. His oration cut across
thought barriers to win him admi-
ration of those who differed from
him. When Jawaharlal Nehru, the
man who hated the RSS, heard
Atalji speak in Parliament, he pro-
phetically said that Atalji might be-
come a prime minister one day.

The poet and

philosopher soft

and gentle Atal Ji

was equally a

powerful and

successful politician

and statesman.

COVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORCOVER STORYYYYY
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Atalji’s poetic rendering of

speeches made DMK leader C N

Annadurai, an inveterate crusader

against Hindi, say that if the Hindi

language were like what Atalji spoke

he would have no objection to that!

By the late 1960s, the Atal phe-

nomenon had become unignor-

able. By 1970s, it had become un-

objectionable. By 1980s and 1990s

he had become personally accept-

able though not his philosophy.

Atalji first provided the alibi for

the detractors of the BJP to later

accept it. And they did later. Ex-

ample: DMK leader M Karunani-

dhi described Atalji as the right man

in the wrong party — indicating

he was acceptable, but not the BJP.

To which Atalji beautifully re-

sponded, “Mangoes cannot grow

on a neem tree.” The very same

Karunanidhi found Atalji as the

excuse to vote for the BJP-led co-

alition in 1998, and join the BJP-

led coalition in 1999. This was the

effect of the Atal differential.

No black-&-white approach
One can easily understand the

philosophic foundation of the Atal
differential. He once told me “Guru,
the world is not black and white.
99 per cent of it is grey with shades
of white and black. Keep this in
mind. Every shade of opinion has
to be recognised.” This perspective
needed a large heart with a 360 de-
gree view, which will never break
whatever the pressure. His famous
saying that “Chhote man se koi
bada nahi hota, tute man se koi
khada nahi hota”- meaning “with
a small heart no one becomes great,
with a broken heart no one stands
up”, sums up his personality. 

Atalji himself lived as a stand-
ing example of what he wrote. He
and his party faced defeats after
defeats in the 1950s and 1960s. But

that did not break his heart. Ad-

vani once told me that after the

Jana Sangh lost heavily in the Del-

hi Municipal elections, Atalji sug-

gested they go to a film titled “Fir

Subh Hogi” — meaning “Morn-

ing will dawn again”. They walked

to the theatre and enjoyed the film!

Defeats did not break his

heart. His poetry enabled him to

express and lighten his pains. And

his large heart enabled him to over-

come all sense of enemy and en-

mities. Enmity, which is a product

of small minds, dissolves in a larg-

er heart. Shukra Neeti says no one

should declare another as one’s

enemy — even if one is declared

as the enemy by the other. Atalji

instinctively followed Shukra Neeti.

If Atalji was respected by even his

political adversaries, it was because

he had no enemies in his mind.

Hardness in the soft
The poet and philosopher,

soft and gentle Atalji was equally a
powerful and successful politician
and statesman. In 1977, when In-
dira Gandhi wanted to get popu-
lar endorsement for Emergency by
declaring snap elections, the Janata
party leaders were worried by the
frightening atmosphere in the
country. Atalji, a man of  the mass-
es, said, “badi badi rallyan honi
chahiye, janata hava banegi, bhay
jayega” — meaning big rallies must
be held, they will create a wave and
people will lose fear. And that is
precisely what happened. Huge and
unprecedented rallies created the
Janata wave that finally swept off
all wrong doers.

Atalji combined the hardness
of Indira and the softness of Ne-
hru. Inside the soft Atalji lay con-
cealed the hard power of a patri-
ot. When he came to power in

1998, he demolished the myth that

the Buddhist and Gandhian India

would ever remain soft for the

harsh world to push it around. He

ordered the Pokhran atomic blast

and faced global boycott. First, he

brought the world opinion around

to recognise India’s urge for rise

as a soft power without hard pow-

er backup and finally put the coun-

try on the growth trajectory, which

it never had attempted by itself in

the post independence history. 

Under him the economy post-

ed two continuous years of current

account surplus in 2002-2004 —

totalling to $20 billion — first time

after 1977-78, and astounded the

world into noticing India’s rise

through largely domestic invest-

ment and efforts, not through ex-

ternal impulses of FDI and ex-

ports. Inflation down to minimum,

GDP touching the historic high of

8 per cent, and the state generating

60 million jobs in five years, the

NDA government led by him

made the world to acknowledge

India as a rising economic power. 

This paved the way for the re-

lentless rise of India later, though hic-

cups and scams during UPA II

slowed India down and is hamper-

ing its rise even now. It would not

be an exaggeration to say that Atalji

firmly put the country on the global

map long after Pundit Nehru did

in 1950s & Indira Gandhi in early

1970s – both for brief  periods.

Finally, as he said when pay-

ing homage to Nehru, the “body

is ephemeral”. His ephemeral body

is gone but his spirit lives on. The

powerful India he had dreamt of

and conceptualised, differing from

the liberals and seculars, is an

emerging reality now. History will

record how he paradigm-shifted

a soft nation into a soft power

backed by hard power. qq
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Seven years had passed since the liberalization of  Indian economy. Some years

were troublesome. Stock, LIC, UTI scams had rocked the country. Globalisation

though in was yet to be accepted. It was at that moment, in 1998, a pure politician

with little credentials in economics – Atal Behari Vajpayee - held the mantle of  the

country. And he did economic wonders. He virtually led the roadmap for the

future. His regime was a political marvel. For the first time a non-Congress party,

BJP was the leader of  a difficult coalition, NDA. It had 24 parties in it. Unlike the

previous United Front coalition it did a miracle. It completed its full term, gave

the country a stable regime. Socially, politically and economically it was a success.

He, it can be said today, re-laid the path to progress. After 1950s, it was a

new era. It reformed the reforms of  1991 too. A policy the successive UPA-I,

UPA–II and the NDA-II cannot budge. And politically he set the tone for the

coalition rule that continues even 14 years after he demitted office. He established

that India is a social coalition and the political process could not do without this

basic. It has become the fundamental of  India’s inclusive progress.

It opened up a new era of foreign relations with opening up the markets to

Southeast Asia – the Look East policy, was not averse to relationship with China

despite unease and gave the new concept to explore Africa as the future market.

The close ties with ASEAN are the results of his effort. Even he was not averse

to good neighbourly relations with a difficult Pakistan.

He did not ride the bus to Lahore merely to open up the travel but to pave

the way for strong trade relations. If  it did not succeed for General Parvez Mush-

arraf ’s Kargil misadventure, he did not mind calling him to Agra for a solution.

And who does not know that he was instrumental in more than one way for

making the CEO of Pakistan, Musharraf, its president. Pakistan failed him in

many ways, including the attack during his time on Parliament.

Yes, it was all that Vajpayee did at a critical time. He maintained a continuous

Vajpayee’s

Modern Economy

Set
Roadmap
for India’s

Future

Vajpayee had an

onerous dream. It

was about an

Indian going

abroad with rupee

and the foreigners

lapping it up. This

has yet to come

true. The wonders

of the regime was

freeing Indians

from queues of all

sorts and  low

prices.

Shivaji Sarkar
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dialogue with all his allies and even

the opposition. His talks with the

opposition made his parliamenta-

ry work easier. It was not easy for

him to move the economy the way

he wanted. It is known that Inter-

national Monetary Fund and

World Bank were breathing down

the neck of India. The concealed

agenda was to benefit some of the

powerful western economies.

Vajpayee as a skilled statesman

neither annoyed the Breton Woods

institution nor some of the frater-

nal organisations within the Sangh

parivar. He carried out a nuclear

agenda that nation prided for. The

Pokaharan II was neither an aber-

ration nor an expression of an ad-

amant attitude. It was a visionary

move to pressurize the West to

make them understand that India

was changing and even with im-

position of sanctions they could

not do without India. It was the

beginning of a new era of nuclear

cooperation and technology trans-

fer without signing the NPT that

later his successor Manmohan

Singh could achieve.

Vajpayee’s move paved the

way for close cooperation with the

US and India’s self  sufficiency in

other scientific area including the

space.  India is today launching 104

satellites through one vehicle bring-

ing in business from the most ad-

vanced western nations because of

his subtle but actually aggressive

policies. It also paved the way for

the digital India, where satellites play

critical role in connectivity, be it

phones or inernet.

The massive infrastructure

projects – opening up the aviation

sector, Golden Quadrilateral high-

ways, PM’s gram sadak yojana –

led a massive connectivity to cre-

ate a unified Indian market. The

tariff barriers between states were

conceptualized to end finally in the

GST today. New barriers like mul-

tiple kinds of toll remain despite a

uniform Rs 8 per litre petro cess.

If it is abolished the new India of

his dreams would come true.

He started the disinvestment

ministry, sold some PSUs but did

not mind going slow after the Cen-

taur controversy. Gradually the

government exited from many ar-

eas including now trying to get rid

of the critical Air India – that was

acquired from Tatas in 1953, pos-

sibly the beginning of government

monopolization in the Nehru era.

Now with an open aviation policy

that Vajpayee launched that mo-

nopoly looks out of sync.

He had new vision for the

North East, synchronised with his

Look East policy. His DONER

ministry had decided to invest in a

massive way in NE, including Na-

galand, where he led efforts to sort

out insurgency. But he did not

mind stopping the massive pack-

age when some poky newsman told

him of the massive leakage. He

redrew it and today on his path

BJP has almost a monopoly in NE.

Vajpayee had an onerous

dream. It was about an Indian go-

ing abroad with rupee and the for-

eigners lapping it up. This has yet

to come true.

The wonders of the regime

was freeing Indians from queues

of all sorts – fair price food grain

shops, telephone, LPG gas by en-

suring low prices. It led to a thriv-

ing market and a life of ease. Even

house prices were static for almost

six years of his rule. Some econo-

mists were wondering whether the

country was heading for depres-

sion. But the growth continued,

education improved and overall

happiness engulfed most Indians.

Few of  his successors could

match his feat.

Vajpayee worked with con-

trasting characters and allies. It was

possible for a personality like him

only. He had an Alsatian dog and a

pussycat as pets. The dog would

sit by his side and the cat on his

lap. When he was not home the

two were seen to engage in naughty

games. That was possibly the se-

cret of  Vajpayee’s success, which

needs to be emulated by all politi-

cal parties.

Vajpayee – a practical politi-

cian – realized that India’s politics

could not succeed unless the peo-

ple’s economy was taken care of.

He dipped his politics in economy

to create a comfort level for the

people. A diagnosis not easy to fol-

low but every government is try-

ing to do that whether in the name

of the poor, dalits or kisan. qq

Vajpayee – a

practical politician

– realized that

India’s politics

could not succeed

unless the people’s

economy was taken

care of.
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When Atal Bihari Vajpayee was

finally elected for a full tenure in

1999, his detractors began to ac-

knowledge his virtues (liberal, poet,

orator, consensus-builder) and den-

igrate his party and parent organisa-

tion, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak

Sangh (RSS). Yet the slogan, ‘right

man in the wrong party’, was inac-

curate as Vajpayee founded the

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) with LK

Advani in 1980, after the Janata Party

regime fell on the pretext of the Jan

Sangh members’ affiliation with the

RSS. From a nadir of  two seats in

1984, the duo took the BJP to the

top of  the political pyramid in little over a decade; Modi led India’s first single
party majority Government after 1984.

Vajpayee never wavered in his allegiance to the RSS. Handpicked by Deen-

dayal Upadhyaya, Vajpayee’s potential as a non-Congress Prime Minister was rec-

ognised by Jawaharlal Nehru and he was nurtured by the parivar despite differ-

ences of  perception (not substance) on some issues. Vajpayee may not have rel-

ished the forceful reclamation of the Ram Janmabhumi but he didn’t want Ay-

odhya to be relinquished either.

After his demise, some critics alluded to grave failings; many praised him

while snidely demeaning Prime Minister Narendra Modi. This writer believes that

in the broad contours of  their leadership, there is far more continuity than differ-

ence between Atalji and Modi. We need to nail the canard that Vajpayee failed by

letting Modi continue after the Gujarat riots. On January 26, 2001, a powerful

earthquake struck Kutch district, flattening the town of Bhuj. Seeing Keshubhai

Patel’s poor leadership, Narendra Modi was asked to takeover in October and

focus on rehabilitation and reconstruction.

The Godhra carnage of  February 28, 2002, came out of  the blue; the subse-

quent riots could hardly be called State-sponsored. Vajpayee would have had the

sagacity to realise this and the wisdom to be silent through the orchestrated hyste-

ria that has not subsided to this day. The fact that Parliament was attacked in

December 2001 also needs to be factored into this equation.

Then, there is the allegation that the RSS’ worldview excludes Muslims. One

writer claimed that Vajpayee told Indira Gandhi that the RSS wanted Muslims to

“join the mainstream” and wondered what that means. The reply had been given

by Narendra Modi: Not pandering to false emotions by wearing a skullcap; en-

couraging modern education; protecting personal dignity by tackling triple talaq,

Atal to Modi: Amazing Continuity

A pair of Duck

swims in a pond

at Veer Bhumi, in

New Delhi - PTI

In broad

contours, there is

far more

continuity than

difference

between Atalji

and Modi. Both

leaders share not

just humble

backgrounds but

strong leadership

qualities too.

Sandhya Jain
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nikah halala, and female genital mu-

tilation; and respecting Rifleman

Aurangzeb’s murder by quitting the

debilitating coalition in Jammu &

Kashmir.

Many admire Vajpayee’s lead-

ership during the Kargil intrusion,

especially his decision to confine the

conflict to the Line of  Control. Yet

Vajpayee stood by the Air Force’s

shooting down Pakistan’s surveil-

lance aircraft, Atlantique, over the

Rann of Kutch on August 10,

1999, soon after the War. The then

Congress president Sonia Gandhi

had scoffed that Kargil was not a

victory of  the leadership (of  BJP,

Vajpayee). Time had made her

more circumspect; the leader, who

did not allow the body of  former

Prime Minister PV Narasimha Rao

into the party headquarters for

public darshan, came to pay re-

spects to Atalji; Rahul Gandhi at-

tended the funeral.

Post-Kargil, despite anger

with Gen Pervez Musharraf  for the

Kargil conflict, the October 1999

coup, continued sponsorship of

cross-border terrorism and pa-

tronage of  the Taliban regime in

Afghanistan that humiliated India

in the episode of the IC 814 hi-

jacking (December 24-31, 1999),

Vajpayee made a grand gesture for

peace by hosting Gen Musharraf

at Agra in July 2001.

One reason was that in 1998,

Vajpayee had undertaken a series

of nuclear tests to which Islama-

bad responded with copycat tests.

Hence, there was need to lower

temperatures. Indeed, this likely

influenced Vajpayee’s decision to

meet the then Prime Minister

Nawaz Sharif at Lahore in 1999,

the potential of which was undone

by Gen Musharraf. Anyway, the

Agra summit ended in failure and

in December, when Parliament

was attacked, Vajpayee found the

world far more responsive to the

grim reality of cross-border ter-

rorism against India.

Modi, too, has made grand

gestures for peace, beginning his

innings with an invitation to all

heads of SAARC countries, plus

Maldives, to attend his swearing-in

ceremony, and attending Prime Min-

ister Sharif ’s granddaughter’s wed-

ding. But the military establishment

did not allow any initiative to suc-

ceed. Oddly, Atalji and Modi have

some mistakes in common, viz the

unreciprocated Ramzan ceasefire of

November 2000 and 2018 in Kash-

mir. Both men strove for an under-

standing with Beijing despite hiccups;

China invaded Vietnam when Vaj-

payee made his maiden visit as a

Foreign Minister. However, as a

Prime Minister, he established the

Special Representative mechanism

to cool border tensions.

Vajpayee got the diaspora to

support the economy in the wake

of American sanctions after the

nuclear explosions; Modi has made

the diaspora a pillar of his foreign

policy. Both men have invested in

relations with Washington, Mos-

cow, and the neighbourhood. Atalji

reached out to the military regime

in Myanmar and also Bangladesh,

and got insurgent camps shut down

in both countries. Our ‘Neighbour-

hood First’ and ‘Act East’ policies

are an extension of the ‘Look East’

policy. Above all, Vajpayee upgrad-

ed diplomatic ties with Israel, which

have blossomed  under Modi.

Surprisingly, even critics ac-

knowledge that Atalji’s economic

initiatives paved the way for India

to experience eight per cent

growth; the Fiscal Responsibility

and Budget Management Act 2003

laid the basis for macroeconomic

responsibility; disinvestment hap-

pened in redundant or losing en-

terprises; the mobile revolution

took off; and the three-tier VAT

that replaced excise duties was the

precursor of the current GST re-

gime. Moreover, the Modi Gov-

ernment is continuing Vajpayee’s

highly successful programme of

road connectivity, port connectiv-

ity and all weather rural roads. De-

spite sincere efforts, both regimes

have failed to assuage the plight of

farmers, largely due to reliance on

urban ‘experts’ with little connec-

tion to village India and traditional

farming methods.

Vajpayee overcame a humble

background (his father was a

school teacher) and became a pop-

ular leader on the strength of an

organisation that has been vilified

for decades by the Lutyens elite.

Serving stalwarts like Syama Pras-

ad Mookerjee and Deendayal Up-

adhyaya, he rose through the ranks,

ultimately leading India from the

turn of the century into the 21st

century. Modi’s origins are humbler

(his father sold tea on a railway plat-

form); his caste miniscule and vir-

tually unknown. Rising without

godfathers, he needed more grit and

tenacity than charm and grace. qq

(The writer is Senior Fellow, Nehru Memorial

Museum and Library; the views expressed are

personal)

Even critics

acknowledge that

Atalji’s economic

initiatives paved the

way for India to

experience eight per

cent growth
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Recently, few State Governments, in-

cluding Delhi and Odisha have decided to

increase minimum wages in their respective

states. Many economist have expressed their

unhappiness over this decision, stating that

this is not pertinent policy, because with this

business will start adopting labour saving

technologies, which would ultimately impact

the labour, both existing as well as future.

Therefore, to ensure gainful employment to

all, increase in minimum wages is no pru-

dent policy. However, the supporters of

minimum wages believe that this would

ensure larger share to workers, which is key

to inclusive growth. If we look at the re-

searches in the field, we find that economists are divided on this subject, whether

hike in minimum wages would really impact employment. Some studies show

that increase in minimum wages would not impact employment in any significant

way, while some other studies say that employment actually goes down with

increase in minimum wages. Generally, there is no consensus amongst the econo-

mist supported by sound empirical research.

Going by general economic theory, some economists start believing that

with increase in wages demand for labour will go down and therefore employ-

ment generation will also go down. However, this belief is countered by other

economists to say that those firms, who give higher wages, attract more efficient

workers. Therefore, giving higher wages is beneficial for the firms also.

Globalisation and Declining Bargaining Power of Workers
If we look at the pre globalisation era, we find that labour had considerable

bargaining power and workers used to get remunerative wages by sheer presence

of  trade unions. However, with globalisation, bargaining power of  labour unions

has eroded significantly. Today, normal worker is finding himself  to be helpless

and employer companies are exploiting workers realizing their helplessness. Due

to technological development, employment opportunities are getting created in

some selected sectors including BPOs, Software, Computer Hardware and Elec-

tronic. These are the very sectors where labour unions either don’t exist or are

generally ineffective. Apart from this, in case of semi-skilled or unskilled jobs like

guards, housekeeping services, drivers etc. companies do not give direct employ-

ment and prefer giving jobs through agencies. These agencies not only exploit

workers, they lack minimum basic facilities.

In the era of  libralisation biggest loss has happened to workers (both wage

Industrial

development

cannot sustain by

increasing the

demand for

luxuries for a few

rich only. It is

therefore necessary

that the incomes of

the farmers & the

laborers should

increased for

attaining the

sustainable

economic growth.

Dr. Ashwani

Mahajan

Minimum Wages: Key to Inclusive Growth
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earners and salaried). According to

the Annual Survey of  Industries,

the share of workers in total value

added has come down from 78

percent in 1990-91 to only 50 per-

cent by the year 2014-15. Loss to

workers is gain for the capital,

whose share has gone up from 19

percent to 47 percent. Under these

circumstances if there is a small

increase in minimum wages, why

some ‘economists’ are so much dis-

turbed, is beyond comprehension.

Some economists also say that if

giving higher wages to the work-

ers is in the interest of  the firms,

then why compelling them for giv-

ing minimum wages? But this ar-

gument is pathetic in light of the

fact stated above that firms are

actually not giving remunerative

wages to the workers. Renowned

economist Thomas Picketty’s re-

search shows that in India during

34 years between 1980 and 2014,

66 percent of the benefits of GDP

growth have been cornered by top

10 percent population and out of

this 29 percent by top one percent

people. Under these circumstanc-

es when scenario is predominately

tilted against the workers and cap-

italists are able to exploit them ei-

ther because of lack of sufficient

employment opportunities or due

to absence of bargaining power of

workers, ensuring minimum wag-

es by the government in the only

solution.

Economists who opposed

minimum wages argue that if the

aim of this hike in minimum wag-

es is to supplement the income of

the poor, the government should

rather opt of direct cash transfer

to the poor, and not compel firms

for the same. Given the fact that

government is having huge pauci-

ty of resources, this argument is

also not feasible.

It is true that it is imperative

to increase the income of the

poor; however, for labour hired

by the capitalists, burden cannot be

and should not be borne by the

government, while keeping the

benefits of  the capitalists intact. We

find that in the last nearly three

decades unemployment has con-

tinued to grow in the country and

the world due to policy of open

import in the era of globalisation,

dominated by large corporates in-

cluding multinational corporations,

enjoying several benefit from the

government. For instance Govern-

ment of India has been giving huge

concessions to the corporate and

businesses and thereby losing rev-

enue on that account as well. As

per the last ‘Statement of the Rev-

enue Forgone’ (published in 2015-

16 budget document, which Fi-

nance Ministry stopped publishing

in the later years’ budget) central

government budget, happened to

be rupees 5.5 lakh crores, for the

year 2014-15.

In the last several years cor-

porate tax rate, including surcharge

was around 33 percent, whereas the

actual tax paid by the companies

has been 22 to 23 percent, because

of  these concessions. Corporate

world would take all these advan-

tages, but when it comes to pay-

ment of remunerative wages and

salaries, they become extremely

miser; and the argument is given

that increase in wages would incen-

tivise the employers to go for au-

tomation and thereby labour

would get unemployed. In fact

because of unwillingness of the

employers to give remunerative

wages, the only way to improve

the conditions of the workers is

hike in the minimum wages by the

government.

Opponents of increasing min-

imum wages also argue that due

to increase in wages, companies

can reduce their employment by

adopting measures such as mech-

anization, robotization and artifi-

cial intelligence. Therefore, youths

may have difficulty in getting em-

ployment. It will be a big setback

for laborers already facing unem-

ployment. But if this happens, the

governments will have to intervene.

By keeping a large number of

workers out of employment or

keeping their wages low, the rich

capitalist class would also not be

safe. Therefore, governments

should try to promote appropri-

ate technology. New technology

should be welcomed, but in the

name of  technology, the majority

of workers cannot be denied the

right to live.

We have to understand that as

long as the inequalities of income

and wealth exist in the country,

growth and industrial development

will also not sustain. If a large num-

ber of people do not have income,

then where will the demand for

goods come from? Therefore, in-

dustrial development also cannot

sustain by increasing the demand

for luxuries for a few rich only. It is

therefore necessary that the incomes

of  the farmers and the laborers in-

creased and that is crucial for sus-

tainable economic growth.       qq

Direct cash transfer

as a alternative of

hike in minimum

wages is not feasible

practically in India.
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Indian economy is complex and is difficult to

manage because of its geographical vastness and

varied economic activities. The main policy tools

to manage this economy are monetary policy and

fiscal policy. The Monetary policy is managed by

Reserve Bank of  India and fiscal policy by Gov-

ernment of India. The focused target of Moneta-

ry policy is financial stability including inflation con-

trol and the components of this policy are mainly

interest rate and regulatory interventions in finan-

cial systems. The focus of  Fiscal policy is however,

development and components are government

income and expenditure practices. The impact of

these polices are difficult to measure but can be

analyzed on certain parameters for certain period, short or long. One such at-

tempt has been made in one of  RBI’s recent working paper ‘Economic Activity

and its Determinants: A Panel Analysis of  Indian States’ (April 2018). This paper

assessed the impact of both monetary and fiscal policy along with other macro-

economic determinants on economic activity using state-level Indian data.

Indian economy
As is known, GDP is the one important parameter for measuring economic

growth and all types of activities that have money transactions of any kind are

important as all these are counted for GDP calculations. Economy is presumed

to be growing if  GDP grows and vice versa. So, the growth in economic activities

and their money transactions affect the economic growth. The monetary policy and

fiscal policies influence these activities positively and or negatively. Therefore, it is

important to understand these policies as it influences economy of  a country.

Indian monetary and Fiscal policies
Indian economy was a devastated economy at the time of independence

because of colonial loot of more than 100 years and violent partition. Indian

economy was very small and was short of  finances. The goals of  then fiscal and

monetary policies were thus mainly to feed the population, increase the effective

demand so to push the economy and control inflation. The Indian fiscal and

monetary policies had the background of  British policies and practices. Initially,

Indian finances were dependent on foreign aid and its reliance on foreign capital

has not yet reduced. Fiscal deficit, particularly revenue deficit remained an impor-

tant feature of Indian fiscal policies for most period of independence. The mon-

etary policies, right from independence, were mainly concerned of volatile for-

eign exchange reserves and rising inflation. Indian fiscal and monetary policies

focused on welfare measures to eradicate poverty and unemployment mainly

Reorient Indian Monetary & Fiscal Policies
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after green revolution and attain-

ing of self-sufficiency in food

grains. The policies then took the

course of nationalization of banks

and started subsidy related pro-

grammes for concessional credit

expansion. True, initially, fiscal and

monetary policies proposed and

planned strategies for self-reliance.

But the crisis of balance of pay-

ments due to consistent trade def-

icit and world trend of globaliza-

tion and free trade, the policies

started accommodating more of

foreign technology and foreign

capital and almost reversed poli-
cies of state command and state
intervention. The fiscal and mone-
tary policies are still struggling to
meet the challenges of growing
and expanding Indian economy
and are not able to cope with trade
deficit, foreign exchange reserves
and inflation.  Present Indian econ-
omy still faces the problems of
infrastructure development, pov-
erty, unemployment and agriculture
and rural development apart from
weak financial system and unbal-
anced growth of urban areas caus-

ing damage to environment.

RBI Paper on the impact of
monetary and fiscal policy

RBI has published its recent
working paper on ‘Economic Ac-
tivity and its Determinants: A Pan-
el Analysis of Indian States’ (April
2018). Macroeconomic determi-
nants and their relative importance
in the Indian context were the fo-
cus of  this paper. This paper as-
sesses the impact of both mone-
tary and fiscal policy along with
other macroeconomic determi-
nants on economic activity using
state-level Indian data. Since eco-
nomic activity can vary across states
due to local factors and state gov-
ernment policies (notably fiscal

policy), the paper tried to help to

identify the role of both monetary

and fiscal policies on economic

activity in an integrated framework.

RBI Paper’s observations
The paper’s empirical analysis

confirms the role of  both global
and domestic factors affecting ag-
gregate demand. The paper also
concluded that tighter monetary
policy and an appreciation of the
exchange rate contain demand
while an accommodative monetary
policy and exchange rate depreci-
ation provide a boost to demand.
The paper confirmed that Bank
credit expansion supports eco-
nomic activity indicating a role for
the credit channel of transmission
in addition to the interest rate chan-
nel and said that the Public invest-
ment supports economic activity
while other fiscal spending crowds
out private sector activity. Thus, the
paper concludes that a prudent fis-
cal policy, in conjunction with
spending oriented towards capital
outlays, can boost output. The pa-
per has examined the impact of
bank credit on demand and out-
put and said that in view of the
recent stress in asset quality in public
sector banks, non-bank financial
intermediaries are playing an in-

creasing role in meeting the credit

needs of  the economy.

India Fiscal and Monetary
polices are failing

The tragedy of Indian econ-

omy is that the fiscal and mone-
tary policies are failing and are nei-
ther meeting the goals of self-reli-
ance and self-sufficiency nor help-

ing solve problems of poverty and
unemployment.

First, Indian polity and bu-
reaucrat always think Indian eco-
nomic problems from the perspec-
tives of western economic think-

ing and or with reference to the
current economic crisis issues high-
lighted in the form of  GDP
growth and fiscal deficit or current
account deficit and not from the
perspective of Indian thinking and
Indian people, not even see India
as an independent nation. This re-
sulted in excessive attention on na-
tional level GDP growth rate and
has given low priority to the devel-
opment of sectors that help Indian
rural based commons to prosper.

Second, Indian polity and
policy thinkers are still not clear
about the role of state in Indian
economy. Initially after indepen-
dence, it thought of controlling
every aspect of Indian economy
and wanting its public sector to
take the lead everywhere. Now, it
thinks otherwise. Now it intends
to handover everything to private
sector that also to corporate sec-
tor promoted and supported by
foreign capital and foreign technol-
ogy. At the same time, Indian pol-
ity likes to maintain Indian state as
welfare state and pose doing ev-
erything everywhere for Indian
commons. For this, it tries to use
fiscal policy to run the subsidised
welfare programmes with bor-

rowed funds and ask financial sys-

The bigest problem

in India is to have

excessive attention

on national level

GDP growth rate and

has given low priority

to the development of

sectors that help

Indian rural based

commons to prosper.
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tem to provide concessional fi-

nance to priority sector.

Third, India is still struggling

with infrastructure development

and this sector is always found un-

der experiment. The policies

though aim high, lack will and re-

sources including that of finance.

The infrastructure projects remain

on paper for longer period cost-

ing Indian economy.

Fourth, Indian financial sys-

tem is expanding its mode of dis-

tribution but, in the process, has

become more accommodative at

the cost of efficiency and self-suf-

ficiency. Banking sector is almost

at the verge of collapse as loan are

meant to be disbursed and not re-

covered. Monetary and regulatory

policies are thus neither making fi-

nancial system strong and useful to

the economy nor helping it to make

credit expansion more productive.

Fifth, most important, the

agriculture sector though brought

food self-sufficiency; the farmers

are struggling for their survival.

Similarly, small sectors of  rural

economy are struggling for surviv-

al and not able to compete with

the giant corporate, national or in-

ternational and fiscal and monetary

policies are not helping much.

Indian policies need a direc-
tional change

RBI papers confirm that both

global and domestic factors affect

the aggregate demand and tighter

monetary policy and an apprecia-

tion of the exchange rate contain

demand. Its contention that an ac-

commodative monetary policy

and exchange rate depreciation

provide a boost to demand also

need not be disputed. However,

Indian economy is affected more

by global factors than domestic

factors and that too because of

preferred fiscal and monetary pol-

icies based on western thought

process that meant mainly for

western world. All the ideas of de-

velopment, all the ideas of institu-

tional setups, all the ideas of de-

velopment determinants, all the

ideas of policy inputs, all the ideas

of  technology and all the ideas of

expertise were and are imported

from western world. This has af-

fected Indian economy negatively

and instead of solving problems,

it aggravated all the problems.  The

insistent and dependence on for-

eign capital and foreign technolo-

gy affected domestic sector’s capa-

bilities and widened the trade gaps

between giant corporate and small

entrepreneurs which ultimately killed

the local sectors apart from aggra-

vating the trade deficit and related

problems. The idea of  export led

growth model could not lead the

Indian economy and expanding

bank credit drained the financial

system. Thus the need is to relook

thought process and reorient Indi-

an policies towards Indian thought

that built Indian society which sur-

vived for thousands of  years.

Give up western thought
process

As is now clear that the

present policies of industrialization

originated from western thought

process have brought world soci-

eties to non-returnable path of

destruction. New approaches and

new policies are still based on this

western thought process and are

in fragmented pieces targeting iso-

lated solution to specific problems

whether it is environment related

or relating to distributive justice of

economic gains or of market and

production or international trade.

These isolated approaches are not

enough and will deepen the prob-

lems instead of solving it.

Swadeshi Model needs to
be implemented

Indian Swadeshi Model is the

alternative that cares for human

development and goes well with

the nature and other forms of  life.

Initiating its implementation will be

a great service to humanity. The

swadeshi model of development

expects state to assure utilization of

Indian resources for Indian devel-

opment and accept this as its na-

tional commitment. This implies

not falling prey to lobbying and

world politico-economic pressures.

The model will not allow state to

deplete important resources with-

out planning for their conserva-

tion/renewal. The swadeshi mod-

el expects state to focus and direct

Indian Socio-economic policies

and Indian system of governance

to depend more on Indian thought

than on foreign ideas, foreign ex-

pertise and foreign resources in-

cluding foreign trade and foreign

capital. The fiscal and monetary

policies based on Indian thoughts

will alone help Indian people to

prosper and help societies to be

happier. qq

The swadeshi model

expects state to focus

and direct Indian

Socio-economic

policies and Indian

system of governance

to depend more on

Indian thought than

on foreign ideas
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Mumbai and Delhi have been victims of  floods that of  our own making. We

have made vertical walls on the banks of  the Sabarmati River in Ahmedabad,

Mithi in Mumbai and Gomati in Lucknow. This has freed a large part of  the

riverbed for property development. That is fine as long as there are no floods in

the river. The river flows peacefully within the retaining walls. But the situation

turns dramatically when there are floods. The flood waters spread through large

urban areas once they flow above the retaining walls. That is not how it used to

be. The riverbanks had a slope earlier somewhat like a “V” shape. The area avail-

able for the flood waters to flow increased as the water level increased. Making

retaining walls have changed the shape of  the riverbanks like a “U.” The area

available for the flood waters to escape no longer increases as the water level rises.

Consequently, the river water flows above the retaining walls much sooner than

before. No wonder Mumbai faced more floods this year even when the rainfall

was not exceptional. We have invited floods in cities across the country by adopt-

ing the Sabarmati model of  river development.

We have built dams like Tehri so that flood waters can be captured and

retained in the reservoir. The flow of  the river in the plains is less due this. And,

indeed, there have been lesser floods in the plains. That is only the immediate

benefit of  these dams, however. The same dam has led to intensification of  the

floods in the plains in the long run. The river continually brings sediments from

the hills. These are deposited in the riverbed. This leads to a gradual rise in the level

of the river bed. The capacity of the river to carry water to the sea is gradually

reduced. Then comes once-in-five-year massive flood.  The sediments deposited

during the previous five years are flushed out and thrown into the sea. The river-

How we created flood fury

Freeing a large

part of riverbed

and raising

vertical walls for

property

development has

led to man-made

flood fury in

many cities

including

Mumbai and

Delhi.

Dr. Bharat

Jhunjhunwala
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bed is cleaned, its depth is again

increased, and her capacity to car-

ry the rain water to the sea is re-

stored. This is somewhat like the

cleaning we do in our homes be-

fore every Diwali festival. The dirt

deposited during the year is re-

moved. Or it is like the cleaning

of the street morning after the

weekly market. The dirt deposited

during the week is removed.

Dams like Tehri have cap-

tured the river water and prevent-

ed these massive floods. Thus, the

Tehri Hydro Power Corporation

gloats that the floods of 2013 in

Uttarakhand would have been

worse if  Tehri Dam was not there.

Correct. But the end of the mas-

sive floods also means that the sed-

iments deposited in the river bed

is no longer flushed to the sea. The

riverbed is rising continually. The

capacity of the river to carry the

rain water to the sea is reducing

regularly and not being restored

periodically as it was being done

previously. Consequently, even or-

dinary rains are now taking the

form of  floods. In our anxiety to

“control” floods by making dams,

we have actually made them worse.

Embankments have been

made by the Government along

the rivers in UP and Bihar for flood

control. This has truly reduced the

flood fury in normal years. The

water is contained between the

embankments and life remains un-

affected outside them. However,

the sediments brought by the riv-

ers gets deposited between these

embankments. Soon, the level of

the riverbed rises due to this dep-

osition. Then the height of the

embankment is raised to continue

containing the river between the

embankments. The level of  the ri-

verbed rises above the level of the

surrounding plains after a few

times of such raising of the em-

bankments. Then the river flows

above the ground level like the

metro train. It is not possible, how-

ever, to keep raising the level of

the embankments perpetually. As

a result, sooner or later the em-

bankments break. That leaves no

path for the rain waters and flood

waters to escape because the chan-

nel of the river is now filled up

with sediments. This leads to much

worse floods. We made dams and

embankments to control the

floods, but we have done exactly

the opposite.

The reduction in floods due

to dams and embankments has

another negative consequence. In

normal course the flood waters

spread over a large area. They flow

like a thin sheet on the land. This

inundation of the land leads to re-

charge of  ground water. I had an

occasion to study the floods in the

Rapti River near Gorakhpur in

1998. Village people told me that

previously flood used to come

every year. The flood waters spread

and recharged the ground water.

It was possible to extract water

from merely five feet depth

throughout the year. The farmers

used to sow special varieties of

paddy that grew in height as the

level of the flood waters increased.

Villages were settled on mounds

that remained safe even though the

road connection with the cities was

broken. The reduction in floods

has led to less recharge of ground

water and its level has receded. The

increase in area under irrigation due

to Tehri Dam has been undone by

the reduction in are under irriga-

tion due to less recharge of the

ground water.

The present day floods are

becoming worse because of our

own folly. We must immediately

take the following steps. One, we

must dismantle the retaining walls

made on the urban river banks. We

must acquire more land near the

river and give it to the river just as

we offer sweets in the temples. We

must restore the “V” shape of the

riverbanks. Instead of  making

profit by selling property along the

rivers, we must make profit by

making tourist spots along the riv-

er as made on the banks of the

Thames River in London.

Two, we must remove stor-

age dams like Tehri, Bhakra and

Sardar Sarovar. We can increase the

irrigated area more by making

check dams and recharge wells in

the plains. The rainfall in the plains

is about three times the rainfall in

the hills. Removal of  the dams will

restore the massive floods, flush the

sediments to the sea and actually lead

to a reduction in the flood fury.

Three, we must remove all

embankments along the rivers. We

must learn to live with the floods.

We must establish the villages on

mounds so that life and property is

not damaged during the floods and

we can allow Mother Nature to

recharge the ground water and pro-

vide sustaining life to our people.qq

(The author is Formerly Professor of Economics

at IIM Bengaluru)

Embankments have

been made by the

Govt. along the rivers

in UP & Bihar for

flood control and this

has reduced the flood

fury in normal years.
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T
here is a popular saying: people living in glasshouses should not throw

stones at others. But at the World Trade Organisation (WTO), this adage

has little meaning. For several years, India has been under pressure to re-

duce or limit its support to agriculture, keeping it within the confines of the de-

minimis limit ascribed under what is called as the aggregate measure of  support

(AMS). While India is under tremendous pressure to reduce the minimum sup-

port price (MSP) it provides to farmers, the big boys of  global trade — the US,

the EU and Canada — continue to flout the norms with impunity. 

Most developing countries, including India, cannot provide subsidy exceed-

ing 10 per cent of  the total value of  production of  a crop. For the sake of

illustration, let’s take the value of  wheat produced in the country at Rs 500 crore.

In that case, the MSP given to farmers, which for some strange reason is counted

as subsidy, cannot exceed 10 per cent of  the total value. In other words, the MSP

cannot exceed Rs 50 crore if the total value of wheat produced in the country is

Rs 500 crore. The market support for procuring wheat and rice in the form of

MSP falls in the category of product-specific support. 

The US Trade Representative, Robert Lighthizer, announced recently that it

plans to drag India to the WTO for under-reporting its market support for wheat

and rice, which appears to be over 60 and 70 per cent, respectively, as against the

permissible limit of  10 per cent. The trade confrontation will further escalate

when India’s latest policy decision to provide 150 per cent higher price over the

cost of production for 23 crops for which MSP is announced every year is also

questioned at the WTO.  

Modi’s MSP hike to face hurdle in WTO

At the heart of the

dispute is the fact

that input prices

have quadrupled

but the subsidy of

10 per cent on

crop price has

remained static

for 20 years.

Devinder

Sharma
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At the heart of the controver-

sy is the AMS entitlement under the

WTO. The 10 per cent limit that

was prescribed for developing

countries was calculated keeping

the average of 1986-88 global pric-

es as the reference price. 

 Since then, farm input prices

have quadrupled, as a result of

which the MSP has also risen ac-

cordingly. For India, MSP is a cru-

cial policy instrument of the pub-

lic policy helping small and mar-

ginal farmers. It has implications

for the livelihood security for In-

dia’s 600 million farmers.  

Interestingly, while developing

countries have a limit of 10 per

cent, for the developed countries

the AMS is capped at 5 per cent.

This falls under what in trade par-

lance is called the Amber Box,

which is considered to be trade-

distorting. 

As per a revised proposal

made by China and India before

the WTO, the two giants have ex-

plicitly stated that the rich counties

enjoy 90 per cent of the global

AMS entitlements amounting to

nearly $160 billion. These subsidies

are in addition to more than $200

billion farm subsidies that are pro-

vided under the Green Box, which

cannot be questioned if it meets

the criteria. 

Anyway, based on the domes-

tic support notifications that the

developed countries have been pro-

viding, it becomes crystal clear that

the US, the EU and Canada have

themselves been providing a whop-

ping product-specific support.  

From the data presented, it is

quite revelatory that while for

some commodities/products,

farmers in the developed countries

are getting subsidies in excess of

their value of production, in many

cases the subsidies are twice the

value of production. 

Take the case of  rice. While

India is being questioned for its 60

per cent subsidy support, the US

provides 82 per cent; and the EU

subsidises rice growers to the tune

of 66 per cent. In certain years,

more than 90 per cent of the total

product-specific subsidies in the

US were concentrated only for

milk and sugar. In the EU, over 64

per cent support for certain years

was confined to just two products

— butter and wheat. 

In the US, some products for

which support exceeds by 50 per

cent are wool (215 per cent), mo-

hair (141 per cent), rice (82 per

cent), cotton (74 per cent), sugar

(66 per cent), canola (61 per cent)

and dry peas (57 per cent). In just

seven out of the 20 years for which

the data was compiled, more than

50 per cent of the product-specif-

ic support was confined to milk. 

In the case of  the EU, some

of the products with subsidies ex-

ceeding 50 per cent of the value

of  production are silkworms (167

per cent), tobacco (155 per cent),

white sugar (120 per cent), cucum-

ber (86 per cent), pears for pro-

cessing (82 per cent), olive oil (76

per cent), butter (71 per cent), ap-

ples (68 per cent), skimmed milk

powder (67 per cent), tomatoes for

processing (61 per cent). 

In Canada, milk, sheep meat

and corn have continuously bene-

fited from a very high level of sub-

sidy. In the case of  tobacco, the

amount of subsidy was three times

the value of production. 

Isn’t it time for the US, the EU

and Canada to first do away with

$160 billion of product-specific

support in agriculture? Even if it

has come late, the joint proposal

by China and India will help re-

move trade distortions which have

allowed developed countries all

these years to flood developing

countries with cheaper imports. qq

AgricultureAgricultureAgricultureAgricultureAgriculture

Farmers in the developed countries are

getting subsidies in excess of their value of

production, in many cases the subsidies are

twice the value of production.
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I
t is said all the time by governments that the work of rural innovators and

farmer innovators should be encouraged. Mangal Singh from Lalitpur dis-

trict (Uttar Pradesh) is an outstanding example of a highly accomplished rural

and farmer innovator whose work in the from of  Mangal Turbine could get a

patent and the admiration of many highly placed scientists and officials of the

Government of India. Despite this during the last 30 years or so he has been

badly harassed and exploited by several government authorities who implicated

him in false allegations to harass him.

This matter was investigated by a committee headed by Dr. Maithani and

appointed by The Rural Development Ministry of Government of India. The

Maithani report has clearly established that allegations against Mangal Singh (and

hence all vicitimisation based on this) were completely wrong and unjustified.

This report was submitted in 2012. Six years have passed but justice has still

not been done to Mangal Singh. The rural innovator with great potential has been

reduced to a broken man by bureaucratic apathy and vindictiveness. This is just

not a personal tragedy, as due to the neglect of  Mangal Singh’s work the potential

of  saving billons of  Rs. worth of  diesel and electricity, reducing costs of  farmers

as well as reducing GHG emissions is being lost.

Innovation of Farmers Scientist
Deserves Wide Support

Mangal Singh

being an

innovator of

farmer scientist

deserves a

suitable award

for his invention

and contribution

of the betterment

of society as per

Maithani

Committee.

Bharat Dogra
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Mangal Singh has created the

potential of saving millions of li-

tres of diesel per year and the ac-

companying reduction of green-

house gas emissions, apart from

helping millions of  farmers to ir-

rigate their crops at a low cost. This

can become a reality very soon if

the government takes the necessary

steps for installing Mangal Turbines

wherever these are useful. But the

cruel reality is that Mangal Singh is

still a victim of official apathy and

injustice.

Mangal Singh is a farmer of

Bundelkhand region who was

known at a very young age for his

enterprising and innovative farm-

ing methods. He used to see regu-

larly that small farmers with low

resources have a lot a difficulty in

buying diesel for lifting water from

streams and rivulets.

He started thinking a lot about

the possibilities of lifting water

from small rivers, nullahs and ca-

nals without having to depend on

diesel or electricity. After a lot of

thinking and experimentation, he

came up with a device which could

lift water using the energy of  flow-

ing streams without depending on

diesel or electricity.

This invention was named

Mangal Turbine. It was first dem-

onstrated in 1987. Mangal Singh

was 40 at that time. Later it

was patented as “Mangal Water

Wheel Turbine Machine” (Patent

No. 177190 dated 13-11-1997) as

per Government of India gazette

Notification dated 30th Novem-

ber, 1998.

This technology is described

by Mangal Singh in the following

words, - “The water wheel tur-

bine machine consists of a water

wheel which is firmly mounted on

a steel shaft and supports on two

bearing blocks fixed on founda-

tion supports.

The shaft is coupled with a

suitable gearbox through univer-

sal couplings for stepping up

speed of rotation. Output shaft

of the gear box is  coupled on

one end with a centrifugal pump

for lifting water and the other end

is mounted with a suitable pulley

for deriving power for operating

any machine. Design of the wa-

ter wheel turbine is simple.

It is available in different size

to meet the varying requirements.

Operation of  water Wheel Tur-

bine Pump-cum-P.T.O. Machine is

very easy as anyone can operate

the machine by opening the

wooden or steel gate valve, the

machine is stopped by stopping

the flow of water through the

gate.”

Thus apart from lifting water

the Mangal turbine can also be used

for several additional tasks. In the

words of Mangal Singh, “This is

used for pumping water from the

rivulets and water streams on

which it is installed. The machine

can be used for several rural works

such as operating atta chakki, sug-

arcane, crushing, threshing and

winnowing, oil expelling, chaff

cutting, etc. The machine provides

a clean alternative (non-conven-

tional) source of  energy in remote

rural areas for increasing agricul-

tural productivity, income and em-

ployment”. By linking it to a gen-

erator, this machine can also pro-

vide electricity.

The Maithani report has ex-

plained the idea and functioning of

Mangal Turbine. Shri Mangal Singh

of village Bhailoni Lodh, Block

Bar, district Lalitpur UP invented

a fuel less water lifting device in

1987. This device is known as

‘Mangal Turbine’. There are sever-

al variants of  the Turbine but the

standard device contains a water

wheel of 2 meter diameter with

12 blades radially fixed to the rim.

The shaft is coupled with a suit-

able gear box for stepping up of

rotation to 1500-1800 rpm.

The output shaft of the gear

box is coupled on one end with a

centrifugal pump for lifting water

and the other end is mounted with

a suitable pulley to operate any oth-

er machine like crusher, grinder etc.

By using the energy of  flowing

water in a stream, Mangal Turbine

enables lifting of water for irriga-

tion/drinking purposes and also

produces mechanical power that

can be used for various other pur-

poses.”

Bundelkhand is a

drought prone

area and its main

problem is lack

of irrigation. But

our policy

makers don't

understand this.
Mangal Singh

AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis
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The Maithani Report says

about Mangal Turbine, “it is un-

doubtedly unparalleled in its sim-

plicity and utility. Its cost benefit

cannot be restricted to the extent

of area irrigated and increase in

production and income on account

of that. Its benefits are multiple

and multidemensional.

“Bundelkhand is a drought

prone area and its main problem

is lack of irrigation. Unfortunately

our policy makers and planners

prefer big and extravagant projects

which allow pilferage and splurge.

Mangal Turbine offers the low cost

, environment friendly and sustain-

able solution to the irrigation prob-

lem of Bundelkhand.”

Apart from making a very

useful invention at a relatively

young age (40 years) Mangal Singh

has since then distinguished him-

self by his tireless work and great

commitment for spreading this
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work, making improvements in it

and trying to experiment at vari-

ous sites to improve the location

specific effectiveness of his inven-

tion. This work he has continued

in very adverse conditions and

with great financial constraints for

nearly 30 years till now (1987-

2018).

The Maithani Committee

concluded, “Shri Mangal Singh

needs to be suitably rewarded for

his invention and contribution for

the betterment of  society.”

“...Mangal Turbine should be

embraced by not only CAPART

but all other agencies of the Gov-

ernment be it Ministry of Rural

Development, Ministry of Agri-

culture, Ministry of Panchayati Raj,

Ministry of  Water Resources De-

velopment, NBARD, Horticulture

Board, Rajiv Gandhi. Drinking

Water Mission, Department of

Alternate Energy Sources, Depart-

ment of  Land Resources, DRDA’s,

PRIs etc: CAPART need to shed

all reservations about Mangal Tur-

bine and being pioneer in its pro-

motion, should adopt it as a

scheme to be promoted through

NGOs. The Ministry of  RD

should also adopt it as a scheme

to be implemented under Liveli-

hood Mission. Agriculture Minis-

try should be in the fore front of

its propagation under its NFSM,

NHM, NWDPRA and RKVY.

Similarly, Department of  Land

Resources can adopt it under

IWMP and Ministry of  Water Re-

sources Development under AIBP

and Minor Irrigation etc.”

There should be no further

delay in immediately taking steps

for justice to Mangal Singh. Also

at a policy level the Government

should take a decision to spread

Mangal Turbine at suitable loca-

tions.        qq

AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis
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The truth is finally out. US pesticide maker Mon-

santo, which had recently been acquired by Ger-

man giant Bayer, gave Dewayne Lee Johnson can-

cer. A California Superior Court, San Francisco

in a grand jury decision awarded Johnson $289

million dollars as damages from Bayer/Monsan-

to. This David and Goliath battle between Johnson,

an African-American man of modest income,

being a school grounds-keeper, and the German

agri-chemical conglomerate Bayer/Monsanto,

resulted in victory for real science and Johnson.

This historic judgment comes at a time when

there are “4,000 other cases” filed in the US alone

by victims who have been affected by the toxicity

of  the world’s most used herbicide Roundup (Glyphosate). Even now, countless

others are suffering terrible deaths stretched across India to Argentina after being

exposed to this herbicide. Bayer/Monsanto’s love affair with industrial poisons

and biological weapons is hardly a new one. Over the last century, they have

manufactured the deadliest chemicals, starting from mustard gas in World War I

to Zyklon-B for Hitler’s concentration camps and finally, known for the produc-

tion of the infamous bio-weapon Agent Orange, used extensively in Vietnam.

But war crimes are not what they have been charged for this time. Bayer/

Monsanto mislabeled their Roundup and Ranger-Pro range of herbicide as “safe

products”, even after the World Health Organisation (WHO) in its assessment

found it to be a “probable carcinogenic” in their report in 2015 and yet, Monsanto

countered them with their company’s belief  and “Monsanto science” that it did

not give cancer. Bayer/Monsanto cheated and withheld information about the

“probable” carcinogenic properties of  Roundup.

Bobby Kennedy Jr, one of  the lawyers representing Johnson, termed this

case a fight between “Monsanto science vs the American Jury and American

justice system.” There is no doubt that Monsanto propaganda in guise of science

failed to impress the jurors. Elaborating further on the Bayer-Monsanto com-

bine, Kennedy adds, “Here is a company that used all of the plays in the playbook

developed by the tobacco industry to escape the consequence of killing one out

of  five of  their customers. There is strong scientific evidence that Monsanto product

has given him (Johnson) this cancer.”

Roundup
Roundup is a trade name for Bayer/Monsanto glyphosate-based herbicide,

which currently is the most sold pesticide/herbicide in the world. In India, this

Monsanto as a

cancerous product

manufacturer

have lost the case

against Dewayne

Johnson

regarding the

hazardous effects

of pesticide

Roundup.

Indra Shekhar

Singh

Dewayne Johnson wins lawsuit against Monsanto:

Case highlights hazardous effects of
pesticide Roundup
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herbicide is rampantly being used,

most often illegally and without the

knowledge of  the farmers. It is

being sold from Punjab to Maha-

rashtra over counter by Monsan-

to/Maycho agents and traders.

Roundup in India is being sprayed

heavily on tea plantations and even

being used on wheat as a desiccant.

Various medical defects result

from the ingestion or contact with

this herbicide. They range from

birth defects, kidney and liver fail-

ures, DNA damage, infertility, can-

cer, mineral depletions, endocrine

disruptions, cerebral atrophy, heart

cell toxicity and overall toxicity in

human cells. The full list of  dam-

ages done by the use and ingestion

of  Roundup is a very, very long one.

The Roundup mystery is far

from solved. Earlier this year, a

group of French scientists found

out that Bayer/Monsanto has been

lying about the toxicity and formu-

lants of  Roundup. On scientific

analysis, they found that Bayer/

Monsanto has been selling highly

hazardous heavy metals such as

arsenic, cobalt, chromium (Cr),

nickel (Ni) and lead (Pb) inside an

innocuous looking bottle of

Roundup, disguising them as “for-

mulants”. They also discovered

that the formulants (mixture of

heavy metals) were about 1,000

times more toxic and poisonous

than the already toxic active ingre-

dient glyphosate.

Sri Lanka took cognisance of

this public health epidemic in 2014

and banned the herbicide after

a scientific study proved the con-

nection between over 40,000 kid-

ney failures and Roundup. This

emergency step was taken contrary

to the interests of the powerful tea

industry, in order to avert a public

health disaster. The French

professor Dr Gilles-Eric Seralini,

University of Caen and an expert

on biosafety of Roundup and

GMOs, in a statement after the vic-

tory, said, “The toxicities of  GMOs

tolerant of  Roundup, and of  the

Roundup itself, are now demon-

strated. The Roundup contains gly-

phosate, but also arsenic and high-

ly toxic petroleum derivatives not

declared as active principles.”

“Arsenic in Roundup may ex-

plain skin cancer, it is recognised

by professionals (scientists/doc-

tors) but it was not declared by

(Bayer/Monsanto) Monsanto. This

has held up in the appeal court, in

my opinion.”

Poison in our rotis

It’s 5.30 am in Bathinda, the

rural cancer capital of India, the sun

is almost breaking the twilight on

Ramandeep Singh’s (name changed)

farm. He has been waiting for the

rain, that failed to bless him once

again this morning. His hybrid seeds

may fail for lack of untimely rain.

Ramandeep is anxious.

Fearing a pest attack, he runs

back to his thatched shed, to get

to his field the latest “medicine”

(pesticide/herbicide) to spray on

his field. As he opens the yellow

bottle, and shows us the label —

Glyphosate. Unaware of the tox-

icity, he mixes it with water, and

begins ready his spray machine for

the day. This is the story of  millions

of  farmers in India, who are sold

this highly toxic pesticide in India

for its strong pesticidal properties,

without no warning of  its toxicity.

Punjab is the hotbed of rural

cancer in India. A cancer train leaves

almost everyday to cancer hospi-

tals in Rajasthan. Medical experts

have linked pesticides to the many

“unknown” causes of cancer in the

area. A few studies also point to the

high level of pesticides in human

blood samples from the area.

So, I ask Ramandeep about

the use of this glyphosate-based

“medicine”. He confirms all my

fears, “We use it in all seasons, mostly

on cotton, rice and wheat too. We

also use it to dry our wheat crop

faster, its easier that way.”

There have been studies that

have confirmed Roundup and

GMO contamination in US and

Europe. India too is now a major

victim of  Roundup poisoning.

From our infant products to beer,

we have hidden Roundup residues

in most of our food, in particular,

wheat, soy bean oil, corn and corn-

based produce imported from

GMO growing countries like Bra-

zil, USA, etc.

India has no public mechanism

to control this, despite the concerns

expressed by the Genetic Engineer-

ing Approval Committee (GEAC)

on the use of  Roundup. The Tech-

nical Expert Committee of the Su-

preme Court has asked for a ban

on all herbicide tolerant (HT) crops.

While Bayer/Monsanto lob-

byists are calling for HT/Round-

up ready Bt Cotton to double

farmers’ incomes, science seems to

speak against this step. Not only will

the introduction of Roundup-tol-

erant crops mandate the increased

use of Roundup but they will also

be directly responsible for an ex-

ponential increase in farm debt and

a rural cancer epidemic.

There are civil society groups

who have been working in strong

opposition to this step. In a press

conference last year, Dr Vandana

Shiva and Ashwani Mahajan, na-

tional co-convenor of the

Swadeshi Jagran Manch, came out

to explain the harms of  Roundup
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for Indians, calling for a ban on

the pesticide in India.

“It is public knowledge now

Maycho-Monsanto, the Indian sub-

sidiary of  Bayer/Monsanto, had

huge stocks of HT Bt Cotton. In

fact, a report of  CICR-Nagpur

confirmed the presence of  these

seeds being grown illegally in parts

of India. Bayer/Monsanto is us-

ing contamination as a way to enter

the Indian market illegally. We have

written to the prime minister about

this, clearly highlighting the dam-

ages caused by Roundup and even

launched an India-wide campaign

against the spread of  Roundup,”

Mahajan said. Whispers in India

have been heard at the level of

highest office that Monsanto’s time

maybe up.

America’s Bhopal?

In 1984, the world saw the

worst industrial genocide occur in

Bhopal. A Methyl Isocyanate

(MIC) (a pesticide) cloud engulfed

Bhopal, causing the death of thou-

sands, the continuance of birth

defects and deformities in the mil-

lions till today. While Bhopal still

bleeds, the perpetrators of Union

Carbide Company (UCC), now

Dow/Dupont, remain free of any

liability. Wes Anderson died com-

fortably at his home in Cape Cod,

while the maimed victims can only

dream of death in Bhopal. With

the might of  money, UCC made

a one-time settlement of $470 mil-

lion for the “reported” 6,00,000 vic-

tims, which was not even enough

to provide basic medical relief to

the victims and ignored the victims

which were still to be born with

defects and abnormalities.

Will Roundup be the world’s

Bhopal 2.0? What will happens to

the claimants? To get these answers,

I contacted Pedram Esfandiary, an

attorney at Baum Hedlund Aristei

& Goldman’s, who represented

Johnson in the case against Bayer/

Monsanto.

Pedram was confident that

this verdict will have a tremendous

impact on all cases going forward.

Speaking to Firstpost, he said,

“Twelve impartial members of

society reached the decision that

Roundup is carcinogenic, based on

the evidence presented to them.

Much of this evidence will be the

same in other pending cases. Mon-

santo now has to choose whether

it will do right by the thousands

of  individuals who, like Mr

Johnson, were deprived of mak-

ing an informed choice.”

At this stage, it seems appro-

priate to draw comparisons be-

tween Bayer/Monsanto’s conduct

and those of other companies like

Dow/Dupont that have led to the

loss of human life or serious inju-

ries by the millions. Pedram’s next

statement portrays the deep insen-

sitivities cultivated by Monsanto,

“The same reckless disregard for

human safety in the pursuit of

profit recurs in these tragic tales,

until the perpetrator’s day of  reck-

oning, which, for Monsanto, ar-

rived with Mr Johnson’s verdict.”

Pedram, like most of the

team of attorneys, is certain that

Bayer will be liable for Monsan-

to’s poisons and calls the verdict

“consequences of their egregious

conduct”. Bayer/Monsanto’s deni-

al cannot make them escape their

liability, in his opinion.

And as for the scientists, jour-

nalists and PR agencies spreading

misinformation about Roundup,

he had a simple yet grim warning,

“Monsanto has no first amend-

ment right to manipulate science

and mislead regulators in a bid to

protect a cancerous product that

has caused serious harm to thou-

sands. The jury’s verdict took into

account Monsanto’s covert efforts

to influence the direction of sci-

ence and collusion with regulators,

and rightly returned a punitive

damages award aimed as dissuad-

ing future repeated conduct.”

So why is this verdict so im-

portant? Because it proves to us

that our world has become an

open-air concentration camp sans

walls, and our foods the poison-

ous gas. With each bite, we are all

poisoning ourselves, while the

same companies that profited from

Hitler’s Germany continue to do

so at the cost of spreading death

and disease right up to the present.

The argument here is not and

shouldn’t be about “world hun-

ger” or agri-tech, but about life.

Will India yield to propagan-

da or stand by science? Bayer/

Monsanto are spreading death

through their poisons, each day,

while we are still debating and try-

ing to intellectualise poisoning our

world’s population in the guise of

alleviating world hunger. Goliath is

a terrible poison-making giant, but

what can one terminally ill David

do by slinging the rock of truth?

Well, in this case, Johnson has

changed the world. qq

Bayer/Monsanto are

spreading death

through their

poisons, each day,

will India yield to

propaganda or stand

by science?
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T
he rejection of export consignments — basmati rice this time — due to

excessive presence of  pesticide residues is back in news. This has now

become routine. According to an ICRIER study, there were 444 import

refusal reports for basmati rice alone in the US between January 2014 and May

2017, mainly due to the presence of higher-than-approved levels of pesticide

residues. If  this is the case with export consignments from India, one wonders

what the situation is with regard to residues in foods meant for domestic markets.

There are obviously questions also on the health implications of such residues in

our food and environment.

The government’s Monitoring of  Pesticide Residues at the National Level

(MPRNL) data usually present a picture that is in stark contrast to independent

studies. MPRNL reports that only around 2 per cent to 2.5 per cent of  samples

have been found with residues above Maximum Residue Limits (MRLs), which is

significantly lower than what other studies are reporting. There is also an unre-

solved debate around MRLs — whether they are indicators of food safety or not

— that our regulators sidestep neatly. 

Meanwhile, the problem is not just with residues and chronic health impacts

from such residues in our food as well as water. Acute poisoning due to exposure

to pesticides is a matter of  serious concern too, and this became a national debate

last year when dozens of deaths and hundreds of hospitalisations were reported

from Vidarbha. A Parliament reply on March 16, 2018 stated that in Punjab, 112

deaths were caused by inhalation of pesticides in 2015-16, 57 deaths in 2016-17 and

64 in 2017-18. This is an unacceptable violation of the fundamental right to life.

In India, pesticide usage is actually on the rise. The pesticide industry will of
Despite the

Supreme Court’s

order to phase out

some pesticides

that are banned

overseas, the

Centre appears

indecisive for

reasons best

known to it, while

the states are

hamstrung due to

tweaking of rules.

Kavitha

Kuruganti

Pesticide: The silent killer
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course present data to show per

hectare usage disregarding the fact

that unsafe usage practices as well

as dangerous and more direct ex-

posure pathways that make pesti-

cides in our food and farming sys-

tems a matter of greater concern. 

It is surprising that chemical

pesticide consumption in India is

still on the rise despite their ill ef-

fects on human health and the en-

vironment. However, consumer

awareness is also on the rise. This

gets reflected in their purchase be-

haviour as the organic food sector

posts an impressive growth. Farm-

ing is, indeed, possible without the

use of synthetic pesticides, which

can actually be more profitable. 

Adoption of ecological agri-

culture (organic or natural farm-

ing) brings down costs and indebt-

edness, increases profitability in

farming, and even reduces farm

suicides. We are yet to come across

a single case of  an organic farmer

committing suicide in India due to

agrarian distress. One laments the

fact that no studies have been tak-

en up by governments to figure out

if there is any connection between

pesticide usage (that too of OP

pesticides which are consumed

more in India), consequent ner-

vous system impacts, depression/

suicidal tendencies and unabated

spate of  farm suicides in certain

pockets of  the country. 

It is worth noting that higher

yields have been documented  in

many crops  without the use of

chemical pesticides. This is some-

thing that the ICAR’s All India Net-

work Project on Organic Farming

vouches for, from multiple years

and sites of trials of comparing

organic with conventional farming.

It is also not out of place that

Malthusian scare-mongering is not

a tactic that the pesticide industry

and other proponents can deploy

anymore, given that our problem

seems to be of surpluses in pro-

duction and not food scarcity. 

What is worrisome is the fact

that state governments are not

empowered legally to prohibit (at

least de facto) the sales and usage

of  pesticides in their jurisdictions.

This appears to have happened due

to some silent and devious tweak-

ing of rules related to licensing

authority that state governments

had in the past. Punjab has also

been thwarted in its attempt on this

front with regard to 20 pesticides.

Meanwhile, the Centre has

been dilly-dallying on a decision to

ban and phase out, from India at

least, some of those pesticides that

have been banned elsewhere.

Though the Supreme Court or-

dered the Centre to take a deci-

sion by June 2018 on this matter,

no decision has been made.

Farming is, indeed, possible

without chemical fertilisers and our

farmers, consumers and environ-

ment can only benefit from such

agriculture. We now wait for the

government to show its political

will on this matter. 

Banned globally, but regis-
tered in India
· 66 pesticides either banned/re-

stricted in various countries

· The Supreme Court has banned

the use of Endusulfan

· Fenitrothion is banned in India

recently

Position of various legisla-
tions in India
· The Insecticides Act of

1968: Archaic, still existent

· Pesticide Management Bill

2008: Inconclusive

· Pesticide Management Bill

2017: In the making

Anupam Verma Committee
on 66 banned pesticides
Recommendation No of pesticides

To continue 18

To review in 2018 27

To phase out by 2020 6

Completely ban 14

Subjudice 1
The writer is a National Convener of Alliance for

Sustainable & Holistic Agriculture (ASHA)

The fact is that state govts are not empowered

legally to prohibit (at least de facto) the sales

and usage of pesticides in their jurisdictions.
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India would have got freedom in 1915 if Jatin not betrayed, instead of Gandhi

ji being called Father of the Nation Jatin would have been called as Father of the

Nation. This was stated by one spy of Czech Republic EV Boska who sold

information of  supplying ship load of  arms to Indians by Germany.

Born in Kaya Village at Kushtia Dist. (now in Bengladesh) on December 8,

1879. Jatin lost his father Umesh Chandra Mookerjee in Childhood and was

brought up by his mother Sharat Shashi who was a writer. She was inspiring her

children by reciting stories of Hindu religious books including Bankim Chatter-

jee’s works. Jatin while studying in Central College now known as Khudiram

Bose College under Kolkata University in 1895 came in contact with Sister Nivedita

who introduced him to Swami Vivekanand. Jatin was influenced by Vivekanand’s

clarion call to forget all God and Goddess for next fifty years and only worship

motherland. Thus Jatin declared, ‘Amra Morbo jagat jagbe – We will die to awak-

en the nation’.

Saswat Panigrahi wrote, ‘Indian history has discounted the significant contri-

butions of Bagha Jatin towards the freedom movement, thanks to the Left-

leaning historiographers. This, despite the fact that there is no dearth of  well

documented historical records available on the vast revolution the great freedom

fighter had conceived!’

Jatindra Nath

Mookerjee as a

fighter was on a

mission 'we will

die to awaken the

nation', should

have been called

as father of the

nation instead of

Gandhi Ji.

Saroj Mitra

Baghajatin – Jatindra Nath Mookerjee

The Bangal Tiger whom British feared
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Jatin floated multiple Gymna-

siums in Kolkata under Barrister

Pramath Nath Mitra in 1903. He

was leader of Jugantar party of

revolutionaries. Jatin was also in

close contact with Sri Aurobindo

when he was serving as Vice Prin-

cipal at Baroda College. Jatin

changing his name as Upadhyay

joined the army under Maharaja of

Baroda and soon promoted as his

Bodyguard. Both Aurobindo and

Jatin went to Pune where they un-

dertook a vow as a member of a

Secrete Revolutionary Organisa-

tion.

Bagha Jatin, this name he de-

rived by fighting unarmed with a

tiger in 1906. It was in a village

where his maternal uncle Phani

Bhushan Chattarjee was living vil-

lagers along with Jatin went to

shoot the errant tiger. When tiger

appeared villagers ran away and his

uncle misfired from his riffle, the

tiger attacked Jatin who fought

with tiger desperately. Jatin was

losing his strength when he prayed

to his Guru Bholanath Giri, who

appeared there and directed to

continue fighting with tiger which

was killed by Jatin. Suddenly to

Jatin’s surprise his Guru disap-

peared. With three hundred

wounds in his body Jatin was treat-

ed in a hospital in Kolkata for

months together. After recovery

Jatin went to Haridwar to meet his

Guru Bholanath Giri. When Jatin

narrated the incident of his fight

with tiger and Bholanath Giri be-

ing present there Giri simply told

him that was an act of God.

Once, Jatin was going by train

to Darjeeling. At Siliguri station

while he was bringing a glass full

of water for a boy while getting

into his compartment his glass fell

due to three English soldiers block-

ing the door. Thus confrontation

broke among the soldiers and Ja-

tin. Jatin singlehandedly fought

with three soldiers and put them

on ground. He was later on praised

by the commandant of  army for

his valour.

Jatin was organising revolu-

tionary activities under Jugantar

party throughout Bengal and oth-

er parts of India and some for-

eign countries. In January 9, 1910

Samsul Alam police officer was

killed by 18 years old Birendra

Datt Gupta in Kolkata High Court

premises being instructed by Jatin.

Jatin was leading Indian revolution-

aries within India while Rasbihari

Basu was leading outside India. In

1912 Jatin met Crown Prince of

Germany in Kolkata and sought

his help for armed fight within In-

dia against the Britishers. Due to

increasing revolutionary activities in

India Viceroy Minto declared in

1910, ‘A spirit hitherto unknown in

India has come into existence, a

spirit of lawlessness which seeks to

subvert not only British rule but the

government of Indian chiefs’.

In 1914 first world war broke

out and Indian revolutionaries

were making contacts with Ger-

many. Being assured by German

officers in Kolkata Jatin sent

Narendra Bhattacharya to Batavia

in April 1915 to monitor supply

of  arms to India. Narendra (MN

Roy) learnt from Theodor Helf-

farich (German) that one ship

named S.S. Maverick with full load

of  arms would soon arrive in In-

dian Ocean. The said SS Maverick

was carrying 30000 riffles with

enough ammunitions and two lakh

rupees. It was decided to direct the

ship to reach coast of Balasore in

Odisha. But somehow this infor-

mation was leaked to a Czech spy

who was being a double agent sold

it to American agents from where

Britishers got it. So the entire coast

and centres of revolutionaries were

put under watch of police.

Jatin along with group of rev-

olutionaries stayed at Balasore

where they were running one sta-

tionary shop titled ‘Universal Em-

porium’. This group could not get

out of Balasore by train since all

railway stations were under police

guards. So they left for Mayurb-

hanj by foot and reaching Kapti-

pada crossed the river Budabalang.

While walking they were surround-

ed and blocked by villagers under

one Raju Mahanty shouting at them

as Dacoits, Germans etc. Thus in

the scuffle sarpanch Raju Mahanty

was killed and they escaped to oth-

er side of the river at village Chasa-

khand. Here they being exhausted

and hungry took shelter in a place

and slept. The villagers informed

the police and armed forces from

Balasore reached the spot and start-

ed firing. While Jatin’s group con-

tinued firing some of them were

hurt and one died. On Jatin’s di-

rection white cloth was thrown to

declare surrender. Jatin along with

others taken to Balasore hospital

at Barabati now a Girl school

where Jatin died on 10 Sept. 1915.
Continue...
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Dated: 29-08-2018

Respected Narendra Modi ji

Subject: Concerns on the mandatory fortification of  foods
We are concerned and pained to note that a “National Consultation on Mandatory Fortification of  Staple Foods” was

organized by the Ministry of  Women and Child Development, Government of  India at Vigyan Bhavan, New Delhi on 24

August, 2018 to take decisions that will influence the lives of millions of poor Indians and have potential adverse effects for

the national economy. The Consultation had important presentations by stakeholders with a conflict of  interest in promot-

ing fortification, including those by the Global Alliance for Improved Nutrition(GAIN) and food industry, while national

academia and researchers with experience in this field were conspicuous by their absence. Currently fortification is being seen

as a replacement to dietary deficiency. Swadeshi Jagran Manch firmly believes that fortification should not be taken as an

excuse for inadequate dietary intake. Europe has solved its nutrition problems by improved dietary intake, why can’t India?

We urge your good office to pass instructions that no decision should be taken until the following concerns and issues

have been satisfactorily addressed.

1. There is no mechanism (safety net) for identification of individuals in whom fortified micronutrients may prove harmful,

for example, iron in subjects with hemoglobinopathies or thalassemia. At the least, they should be entitled to access to

alternate non-fortified staple foods and financial compensation for any harm caused due to mandatory fortification.

Precautionary principle should prevail. According to recent global academic analyis in the BMJ 2108, “Universal iron

interventions designed to alleviate anemia in young children living in low income countries may exacerbate the risk of

infection, especially malaria and diarrhea”.

2. There is a real possibility of  causing harm due to overdosage with several concurrent interventions like iron supplemen-

tation under the Anemia Mukt Bharat Programme and multiple iron fortified foods; and megadose vitamin A supple-

mentation and vitamin A fortified oil. In addition, scarce resources for logistics, manpower and finances will be wasted by

duplicating the same intervention through different means.

3. There is no unequivocal evidence of health or functional benefits with all proposed micronutrients for mandatory

fortification. Despite the intake of a particular vitamin or mineral, it is unlikely to have biological benefits.

4. The projected benefits on health of Indian population with mandatory fortification are based on crude guesstimates of

micronutrient deficiencies from old data in deprived settings. A robust evidence informed decision should await the

release of  ‘Comprehensive Child National Nutrition Survey’ conducted under the aegis of  Ministry of  Health and Family

Welfare, which for the first time will provide estimates of  key micronutrient deficiencies at national level. You may direct

the MOHFW to release the report soonest.

5. Those with conflict of  interest, i.e. food industry or related industry that produces fortificants (Tata Trusts may have
interests in ‘Tata Chemicals’, agencies like GAIN (known to benefit food businesses), should not have any role in decision
making. Other partners of  FSSAI for fortification work include Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, PATH, Clinton
Health Initiative, Food Fortification Initiative and Nutrition International which are also known to have vested interests
in fortification. ILSI is a front organisation of  food industry, supplies data e.g. for Vitamin D deficiency.

6. Current push to fortification is more of commercially driven one. Government of India may like to assess who is going
to benefit? It is inevitable that most of the technology and basic raw material will be imported, which will corrode the
national economy and sustainability.

7. Replacing real foods with fortified foods, another social and economic impact of Mandatory fortification will be adverse
effect on the livelihoods of Small and Medium Enterprises that do not have the novel technology and the resources to
comply with relevant regulatory requirements.

8. Mandatory fortification will take away the constitutional right of the individual consumers to choose the foods they wish to
consume. The stakeholder perspective for such crucial decisions has been totally ignored. The usual and cheaper sources for
some micronutrients, for example, Vitamin D are animal origin. Mandatory intake of such ingredients would be in severe
conflict with the cultural beliefs and practices of vegetarians and has the potential to escalate into law and order issues.

9. To say that fortification is much more cost effective than natural food/diet-based interventions, there seems to be no
evidence. Unless such an evidence exists, Government of India should promote diverse food based approaches, which
are likely to be sustainable, culturally acceptable and economically beneficial for the poor and local farmers.

10. Finally we believe that a consensus decision should only be arrived at after all national stakeholders participate including
experienced academia, particularly those opposing mandatory fortification.

In national interest, we make a strong plea to prevent commercialisation of misery and ensure that mandatory
fortification of staple cereals is not introduced. The finances saved could be used for sustainable development.

Sincerely
Dr. Ashwani Mahajan (SJM)
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DIPP rules out 49% FDI plan in
inventory model 

The department of industrial policy and pro-

motion (DIPP) has effectively ruled out foreign di-

rect investment (FDI) in inventory-based ecommerce,

allaying concerns raised by those opposed to such a

move, even as it agreed with the need for a regulator

to oversee the sector. 

The department of commerce had in its recent

draft ecommerce policy mooted up to 49% FDI in

inventory-based ecommerce for 100% locally made

goods for majority Indian-owned and Indian-con-

trolled ecommerce ventures. “There is no agreement

there… it is not happening. There is no such intent,”

said DIPP secretary Ramesh Abhishek. 

He was speaking at a roundtable organised by

the Swadeshi Jagran Manch (SJM) on the draft ecom-

merce policy that was issued at the end of  July. Sig-

nificantly, SJM and champions economic self-reliance

besides opposing the “economic imperialism of

multinationals”. It has described Walmart’s acquisition

of Flipkart as “backdoor entry into multi-brand re-

tail trade”. SJM has also accused Flipkart of “illegally

carrying on multibrand retail trade through ecom-

merce” in violation of  FDI regulations. 

India doesn’t allow overseas investment in ecom-

merce companies that sell directly to customers, only in

marketplaces that connect sellers with buyers. It doesn’t

allow overseas investment in multi-brand retail either. 

ET had reported that various ministries have

questioned the role of the department of commerce

in framing the policy and some of the provisions,

particularly the one allowing FDI in inventory-based

ecommerce. The Prime Minister’s Office had con-

vened a discussion of the policy about two weeks

ago and a revised version, expected soon, is likely to

drop the FDI clause, according to people with knowl-

edge of  the matter. 

“When there are no plans to introduce FDI in

the regular retail sector, there are no plans to allow

FDI for the sale of products in the ecommerce space

as well,” Abhishek said. “We know that allowing FDI

in made in India products, would be equal to allow-

ing FDI in the retail sector.” He acknowledged that

there were differences on the ecommerce policy.

DIPP has received multiple complaints on the issue

that have been forwarded to the Enforcement Di-

rectorate. Abhishek said he has also discussed Press

Note 3 complaints against e-retailers with the finance

secretary. Press Note 3 prohibits FDI-funded ecom-

merce ventures from selling directly to consumers.

“Despite the government announcing Press Note 3,

which bans all such FDI, major ecommerce players

have managed to channel into India millions of dol-

lars,” said Ashwini Mahajan, SJM co-convenor. SJM

has said that any provision for FDI in inventory-hold-

ing ecommerce even by Indian-owned, Indian-con-

trolled platforms would be misused and amount to

backdoor entry of  foreign retailers. 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/dipp-rules-out-49-fdi-plan-in-

inventory-model/articleshow/65586549.cms

SJM alleges FSSAI for allowing
flooding of unauthorised and

banned GM foods in India

SJM has been questioning some of the govern-
ment policies that have been allowing to compro-
mise interest of people and economy of India as such.
In one such matter, the SJM has criticized the issue of
fortification of food products, its implication on con-

sumers health and Indian SME sector. The SJM has
also come down heavily on Vitamin cartel promot-
ing chemical-based vitamins in India.

Indian eating habits are healthy and wholesome
and a proper Indian thali provides balanced diet for
any individual. Mahajan said that adoption of exces-
sive refined foods based on junk food has created

imbalance in Indian food system. SJM said that anoth-
er major concern was adulteration in food system. FS-
SAI was created to ensure that safe and complete food

was ensured to citizens. But during various reviews by

Parliament and the Supreme Court reminded FSSAI

to stick to their mandate and ensure safe and pure food

for citizens. However, no improvement is visible.

It alleged that flooding of unauthorised and

banned GM foods, adulterated foods, growing im-

ports of junk foods, food quality of school meals,

etc. are testimony to the FSSAI functioning which is

more keen to please donors and sponsors. The recent

notifications of FSSAI on fortification based on 100

per cent imported and synthetic vitamins which are

harmful to public health as per medical research re-

ports. Mahajan said, “See the list of  partner organisa-

tions, they all are foreign funded NGOs which are fund-

ed by promoters and shareholders of vitamin compa-

nies. Vitamin Cartel is one of  the most notorious cartel

worldwide and heavily punished by European Com-
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mission and even recently President Trump also asked

his government to crackdown on Vitamin cartel.”

He further alleged that Vitamin Cartel may crack

the Indian market with the help of some vested inter-

est in Food Safety Authority in India. It demands CBI

inquiry into the entire process and investigate the of-

ficers involved in this anti-people agenda. The investi-

gation should also focus on how a few foreign fund-

ed NGOs are able to manipulate food safety and

standards policy of India. How they could partner with

FSSAI on sensitive matters when there is no Indian

Institute involved as partner? This is a serious conflict

of Interest and attempt to sabotage the entire system

to benefit few select MNC and their promotors.

The SJM alleged that the fortification committees

were created by hand-picked people which can be

manipulated by vested interests. There is no transpar-

ent method used because people involved in decision

making process have no experience of fortification

and no understanding of its implication public health.
https://www.oneindia.com/india/sjm-alleges-fssai-for-allowing-flooding-of-unauthorised-and-

banned-gm-foods-in-india-2759238.html

Walmart files caveat in multiple
courts against interim order on

Flipkart takeover

Walmart has filed a caveat in multiple high courts

across the country to pre-empt trade organisations

Confederation of  All India Traders and Swadeshi

Jagran Manch from obtaining any interim order

against the US retailer’s $16-billion acquisition of

ecommerce marketplace Flipkart, without it getting a

chance to present its side.  A caveat is an application

filed in anticipation asking the court to give the cave-

ator, in this case Walmart, a fair hearing before pass-

ing an interim order until the notifier is given a hear-

ing. Both Confederation of  All India Traders (CAIT)

and SJM have threatened to go to court to oppose

the Flipkart-Walmart deal. Walmart’s caveat has been

filed by law firm Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas &

Co in high courts of  Delhi, Bombay, Bangalore and

Ahmedabad. A caveat has also been separately filed

against CAIT’s research wing, CAIT Research & Trade

Development Society (CRTDS). 

“Pray that no order be passed without due no-

tice against the proposed respondent/caveator above

named in any writ petition or application for adinter-

im or interim stay/relief as may be filed in this Hon’ble

High Court of Judicature at Bombay wherein the

proposed petitioner/caveatee herein may be the peti-

tioner and the proposed respondent/caveator may

be the respondent therein,” said the caveat filed against

CAIT in the Bombay High Court. The other caveats

have similar prayers. 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/services/retail/walmart-files-caveat-in-

multiple-courts-against-interim-order-on-flipkart-takeover/articleshow/65537750.cms

SJM Co-convenor
S. Gurumurthy is RBI Director

The Modi government on August 7, 2018 ap-

pointed S. Gurumurthy – the editor of  Thuglak and

a chartered accountant who is also co-convener of

the SJM to the board of  the Reserve Bank of  India.

The Centre also approved the appointment of Satish

Marathe, a banking industry executive with decades of

experience, founder of Sahakar Bharati, an NGO that

works to support cooperatives and a former member

of  RSS and BJP’s student wing Akhil Bharatiya Vid-

yarthi Parishad (ABVP), to the RBI’s board.

“The Appointments Committee Of The Cabi-

net has approved the proposal of the Department of

Financial Services for the appointment of  Shri Swam-

inathan Gurumurthy, as part-time non-official director

on the Central Board of  the Reserve Bank of  India

under Section 8(1)(c) of the RBI Act 1934, for a peri-

od of four years from the date of notification of the

appointment…,” said the government notification.

The RBI board has official and non-official di-

rectors. Officials directors include the RBI’s governor

and not more than four deputy governors. Non-offi-

cial directors are appointed by the government, with

the RBI Act allowing for up to ten directors to be

nominated. The candidates appointed in the present

case, however, have clear political leanings. While Gu-

rumurthy is an economist, chartered accountant and a

longtime commentator on economic and political

affairs, he is also a prominent supporter of the cur-

rent BJP government at the Centre and of Prime

Minister Narendra Modi.

Marathe, on the other hand, has had stints at Bank

of  India, the United Western Bank Ltd, Janakalyan

Sahakari Bank among others over the last 20 years

and is the founder of Sahakar Bharati, an NGO that

works to support cooperatives. His focus and expe-

rience has been on cooperative banks and their im-

pact on the rural and agricultural sector.

Gurumurthy is part of a small group of swadeshi

economics thinkers whose views are given considerable
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importance by Modi and key finance ministry bureau-

crat Hasmukh Adhia, reported The Wire. These propo-

nents of ‘economic nationalism’ are generally opposed

to foreign capital and businesses and instead believe

that India’s 50-million small and medium businesses

can create jobs & transform the Indian economy.

Gurmurthy is believed to have played an important

role in suggesting and supporting the Modi govern-

ment’s demonetisation move, its MUDRA scheme

and the Niti Aayog’s position of  focusing on a

“Bharatiya approach to development”.

India Today magazine ranked him at number 30

in India’s 50 Most powerful people of  2017 list. S

Gurumurthy has never contested any election so far. S.

Gurumurthy is also said to have advocated the replace-

ment of  the Planning Commission with a new body,

like the NITI Aayog favouring an Indian approach to

development, according to a report in The Indian Ex-

press. After reportedly providing consultation on de-

monetisation before it happened, Gurumurthy defend-

ed the move, calling it a much-needed attack on exces-

sive liquidity and a “fundamental corrective to the econ-

omy”, The Wire report said. In his long career, Guru-

murthy has written and spoken on monetary policy,

jobs, RBI and such macro-economic issues, including

why Raghuram Rajan was not given a second term.

In September 2017, he criticised the Central

bank’s provisioning norms, noting that it did not take

into account “non-convertibility, no foreign invest-

ments in banks, govt ownership and 30% deposits

being in government securities”. He lashed out at RBI,

noting that it was “agenda-driven” and trying to de-

stroy Indian business.
http://www.apnlive.com/india-news/rss-ideologue-swadeshi-jagran-manch-convenor-s-

gurumurthy-rbi-director-47928

Ducks increase oxygen in
water: Tripura CM

Deb’s projections about improved tourism can-

not be determined, but the two statements he made

about ducks increasing the oxygen content of water-

bodies and providing feed for fish are both fairly ac-

curate. Some research has been carried out into ducks

raising oxygen levels in water at the department of

fisheries, Indira Gandhi Agricultural University, Raipur.

This is a derivative of  the Egyptian-origin, widely

adopted ‘fish-duck integrated farming system’. Re-

search has again shown that waterbodies with fish show

a growth in abundance and health of fish also improves

when ducks are introduced in the ecosystem.

A majority of oxygen in a waterbody – espe-

cially the oceans – comes from the water absorbing it

from the atmosphere at the surface. Just like oceanic

currents mix the oxygenated surface water with sub-

surface water, paddling by ducks will lead to Rudrasa-

gar lake becoming more oxygenated. Naturally, the

amount of increase in oxygenation would grow as

the number of  ducks in it grows. Deb’s plan of  re-

leasing 50,000 ducks into an artificial lake that’s less

than 2.5 sq km would work.

Pisciculture that depends on ducks is far less ex-

pensive with far more increased yields. The research

carried out at the Indira Gandhi Agricultural Univer-

sity shows the yield of fish increased from 1.5 tonnes

to 2.8 tonnes per hectare per year. The entire region’s

aquaculture (farming of  both aquatic animals and

plants) would change with the introduction of  ducks.

Deb’s statement that introduction of  ducks will ben-

efit the local economy is definitely correct.
https://theprint.in/governance/tripura-cms-claim-that-ducks-increase-oxygen-in-water-passed-

our-accuracy-test-by-100/107609/

Swadeshi Jagaran Manch bats
for Gadgil report on Ghats

The Swadeshi Jagaran Manch has demanded the

withdrawal of the Kasturirangan Committee report

on the Western Ghats. It called upon the Centre to

implement the Madhav Gadgil Committee report

instead and protect, preserve and enrich the biodi-

versity for ecologically sustainable development.

The demand was made in a resolution passed

by at the 11(+t)(+h) national conference of the Manch

here. The Manch has fought against destructive de-

velopment, the resolution noted. It has always sup-

ported ecologically sustainable development. The en-

tire south Indian economy, ecology, and culture are

dependent upon the ecological health of  the Western

Ghats, the resolution said. But over the last 60 years,

the Ghats have been destroyed to a great extent on

account reckless development. The Centre has reject-
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ed the Gadgil report due to pressure from mining
companies, real estate lobbies, timber lobbies and
other corporate sectors, the resolution alleged. Instead,
the Centre appointed another committee under the
chairmanship of  Kasturirangan, Planning Commis-
sion member, to review the Gadgil recommendations.

The Manch observed that the Kasturirangan Com-
mittee report is a diluted version of the Gadgil report.
This report classifies the Ghats into ‘cultural’ and ‘natu-
ral’ landscapes. As much as 63 per cent of  the area is
classified as ‘cultural landscape’ where population den-
sity is high and forests are thin and fragmented. This
does not deserve any protection, according to the Kas-
turirangan report. The rest of the area falls under ‘nat-
ural’ landscape category. Population density is less here
and forests relatively thick and less fragmented. This
landscape deserves strong protection, it said.

In Karnataka, 1,526 villages are listed under this
category while in Kerala their number is 126. Sand
mining, quarrying, and all other mining activities are
prohibited in these villages. So too are 47 ‘red catego-
ry’ industries. Large construction activities such as build-
ing complexes and townships are banned here.

Both ruling and opposition parties in Kerala are
against implementing the Kasturirangan report, stat-
ing that it will adversely affect the development of
the villages. If  all other States were to follow Kerala’s

lead, even the diluted Kasturirangan report may not

be implemented, the Manch feared.
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/national/Swadeshi-Jagaran-

Manch-bats-for-Gadgil-report-on-Ghats/article20699695.ece

India to pursue international ban
on chief Masood Azhar with US

India will pursue its case for an international ban
on Jaish-e-Muhammed(JeM) chief and Pathankot air-
base attack accused Masood Azhar with the US in
the2+2 dialogue to be held here on September 6. 

Emboldened by US willingness expressed in re-
cent exchanges to continue this pursuit, India is ex-
pected to press again for an early move to designate
Azhar. The government seems keen to pursue the
Azhar issue as it believes it will also act as an early test
for the Imran Khan government’s stated willingness
to take two steps for every one India takes for nor-
malisation of  ties. While no fresh proposal for pro-
scribing Azhar was introduced at the UN after China
blocked the one sponsored by the Americans last year,
India has been assured by the US that it is working to

ensure that Beijing drops its opposition to a ban,

whenever it is proposed, on Pakistan based Azhar

The much delayed 2+2 dialogue for which Secre-

tary of  State Mike Pompeo and Secretary of  Defense

James Mattis will travel to India next week for a com-

prehensive review of bilateral ties with special focus on

defence and security partnership. As a permanent mem-

ber of  UNSC, China initially blocked and later termi-

nated a US backed proposal to get Azhar designated a

global terrorist by the UN last year. India has since qui-

etly worked with the US, UK & France to convince

the Chinese that opposing the ban on Azhar betrays a

selective approach to terrorism since the organisation

he heads, JeM, is already proscribed by the UN.
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/india-to-pursue-international-ban-on-jem-chief-masood-azhar-with-

us/articleshow/65555689.cms?utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=iOSapp&utm_source=twitter.com

India looks to keep Iran oil lines
open in face of US sanctions

India is working to ensure that its bilateral ties with

Iran suffer no structural damage, even as New Delhi

seeks to find a way to deal with the unilateral sanc-

tions that the US has imposed on the Gulf nation.

“India cannot afford to end its trade ties with

Iran under any kind of  pressure. We are talking to
European Union members to find a way out, apart
from trying to impress upon the US that blanket eco-
nomic sanctions will have negative implications for
the Indian economy,” said an official involved with
the developments. In fact, India may bring up the is-

sue when US Secretary of  State Michael R Pompeo
and Defence Secretary James Mattis call on their In-
dian counterparts, Sushma Swaraj and Nirmala Sith-
araman, respectively, during their official visit in Sep-
tember, another official told BusinessLine.

On May 8, the US had announced that it would

withdraw from the joint comprehensive plan of ac-
tion (JCPOA) with Iran — widely known as the ‘Iran
nuclear deal’ — and re-impose sanctions on any trade,
including petroleum-related transactions, involving the
Islamic Republic. India maintains that the Iranian nu-
clear issue should be resolved through dialogue and

diplomacy. Indian refiners import crude oil from many
countries, including Iran, based on technical and com-
mercial considerations.

“Whatever decision is taken about Iran, the coun-
try’s (India’s) crude supplies are secure. It is a diverse
energy basket through spot and term contracts,” said

Sanjiv Singh, Chairman IndianOil Corporation. qq

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/macro-economy/despite-us-sanctions-on-iran-

india-looks-to-secure-oil-lines/article24747048.ece
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